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Marriner To Speak At Library Ann.
On Friday. August 14th, the
Rangeley Library will celebrate
its 50th Anniversary with a cere
mony at 8 p.m. at the Baptist
Church. Dr. Ernest C. Marriner,
Dean of Colby College will be the
speaker and the Rangeley High
School glee club will sing. This
will be followed by a reception
at the library.
The subject of Dr. Marriner’s
talk will he “The Village Library
and Maine History.” Dr. Marri
ner is a native son of Maine, and
was born in Bridgton. He gradu
ated from Colby College in 1913
and received his M. A. at Suf
folk University. Before joining
the faculty of Colby College in
1923. he was head of the English
department and Acting Princi
pal at Hebron Academy, and
spent two years with Ginn and
Co. educational publishers.
At Colby he lias held the posi
tion of librarian and Professor of
Bibliography, Dean of Men and
Professor of English, as well as
Dean of Faculty. At present he
is the College Historian and Pro
fessor of English, but will re
tire from all active service on the
college faculty in June of 1960.
During World War II, Dr. Mar
riner served as Academic Dean
of the 21 st College Training De
tachment of the Army Air Force.
He has been a member of the
Maine State Board of Education
since its organization in 1919. and

Home Economics
Teacher Appointed
At Rangeley
The appointment of Miss Doro
thy F. Hesketh as hdme econo
mics teacher is announced by
Basil E. Kinney, acting as agent
for the school.
A native of Dover-Foxcroft,
Me.. Miss Hesketh is a holder of
a Bachelor of Science degree in
Home Economics from the Uni
versity of Maine. Miss Hesketh is
a
graduate of Dover-Foxcroft
Academy and lias done practice
teaching under the direction of
Miss Jane Reed, Itinerant Teach
er Educator, State Department of
Education, Augusta.
Miss Hesketh has been a 4-II
club member for several years;
she won a trip to National 4-H
Club Congress In Chicago for her
clothing 4-H Club project for the
state of Maine.

Correction
Somehow, in an unthinking
moment, we mixed up Ron and
Mel Jack. In the story of Connie
.lack, we said that she was Mel's
daughter. Connie is the daughter
of the Kon Jacks, who are resi
dents of Rangeley and winter Jn
Wollaston, Moss.
Our apologies.
/

CHICK-A-DEE
“Just Good Food”
On The
Turuer-Auburn Line

from 1956 to 1958 he served as
the board’s chairman. He is also
a trustee of Thomas Junior Col
lege and of Lee Academy.
Always interested in libraries,
since the days when he was Colby
Librarian and served as President
of the Maine Library Assoc., Dr.
Marriner has been a trustee of
the Waterville Public Library for
the past 25 years, and since
1954 has been President of that
Board.
For many years. Dr. Marriner
has been a devoted student of
Maine Social History. He has
had a weekly radio program,
LITTLE TALKS ON COMMON
THINGS, over WTVL in Water
ville for the past 11 years. This
fifteen minute program each
Sunday evening deals entirely
with Maine lore. Since its incep
tion in 1948, the program has
been sponsored by the Keyes
Fibre Co.

Marriner’s interest in Maine
History has resulted in his two
publications, KENNEBEC YES
TERDAYS in 1954, and REMEM
BERED MAINE in 1957. He was
honored by Colby College with
the honorary degree of Doctor of
Humane Letters in 1953; and in
1957 the University of Maine con
ferred upon him the same hon
orary degree.
Dr. Marriner has been married
for 41 years to the former Elea
nor Creech of Fairfield. He has
two children: Ernest, Jr., who is
City Manager of Pittsburg, Cal.,
and Ruth Marriner Szopa. wife
of the U. S. Vice-Consul at War
saw, Poland. The Marriners also
have four grandchildren.

Water Ski show to be held Sunday, August 16.
Both Dr. and Mrs. Marriner
taught at Hebron Academy, and
among their students were Vance
Oakes, who (to quote Dr. Marri
ner) is a “ prominent resident of
the program which will include
Rangeley,” and Vincent York of
On Sunday, August, the 16th, jumping, slalom and the Aqua
the waters m front of Mountain Maids ballet. Among the outstand
.Phillips.'
View will be the scene of an out ing features of this show are
standing exhibition of water ski barefoot skiing, in which the ski
ing, featuring the flying skier who er literally skis barefoot or sans
soars above the water on a kite. skis, riding a single canoe paddle,
This show, which will start at a pyramid of skiers, and “flying”
2:00 p.m. weather permitting, is saucers.
being presented by the Luckson
The one event that no one will
Ski Club. Inc. of Windham, and want to miss will be the daring
is sponsored by the Rangeley flight of a skier, soaring 150 ft.
Chamber of Commerce,
The Rangeley Lakes Region eept for t year and a half iu
There will be eighteen acts on
(Continued on Page 3)
Historical Society will hold it* 189 5-96, up until about 25 years
Charter Night Celebration Mon- ; ago; .therefore, documentary re
day, Aligns*. 17tli in the Under-I cords are scare in the region.
croft of the Episcopal Church at Most of the history of a great
About 50 horses are expected trophies and ribbons to be award
area of north west Maine exists
8 p.m.
to be entered in the 23rd annual ed in all classes. According to the
only
in
the
memories
of
the
old
Dr. Robert York, State Histo
horse show scheduled for Satur program, this is the State of
rian and Professor of History at > est people. To get a portion of day, August 15 at the Rangeley Maine’s oldest annual horse show.
the University of Maine, will he this history before it is all gone Lakes Riding Club, Quimby Pond It will begin promptly at 12:30
the guest speaker. His subject was. one of the purposes for the Road. Snow manager is Percy p.m. at the Rangeley Lakes Rid
will be “ There is fun in Maine formation of the Society. To col Ellis, with Bud Keenan as judge. ing Club ring. The Rotary Chuck
and Local History". Dr. York is lect and preserve and make avail Thirty classes are scheduled with
(Continued on Page 3)
living at his summer home in ; able for study all things pertain
Weld and is familiar with this ing to the Dast of the region is
the goal of the Society. In order
section of Maine.
to do this, the Rangeley Lakes
The Historical Society was Region Historical Society has in
formed
because
of the wide | corporated under the laws of the
spread feeling that much of the | State of Maine as a non-profit
history of the Rangeley Region : corporation
is being lost, and has been lost, j The officers of the Society #s
Rangeley is unique as a New j incorporated are President. Ro
hold the first dog races in the re
With liis highly successful Doll
England town. Incorporated a bert Bruce; Treasurer, Richards
gion.
little over 100 years ago, it has i Hunger; Clerk. Elizabeth Hun Carriage Parade out of the way,
This event, while it is a race,
existed move or less in com ger; Directors, Humbert Powell, “ Doc” Grant now turns his at must not be taken too seriously.
plete isolation. There have been George Fletcher. Karl Oakes, tention to what promises to he The point “ Doc” has in view i»
no newspapers to record day to James Wilcox, Raymond Bradley, one of the most entertaining entertainment. None of these
events of the Rangeley Region dogs will be trained runners. It
day happenings in the region, ex- :
(Continued on Page 14)
season. With about 30 entries on is to be expected that some will
hand of all descriptions and kinds not chase a rabbit. That is the
of dogs except racing dogs. “ Doc” fun of it. The mechanical rabbit
is preparing the Race track to
(Continued on Page 8)

W ater Ski Show Sunde /

Historical Society

Charter Night, Monday

RL Riding Club Horse Show Saturday

"Dot" Grant Prepares For

The Great “ M utt Races

Archer's Ball Sat. Night
On Saturday night. August the
15th. the Rangeley Inn Arch
Room will be the setting for a
dance
sponsored by ihe High
land Bowmen. A feature of the
evening will be trie drawing for
the door prize, a gift certificate
entitling the winner to twenty
dollars worth of merchandise
from the G. W. Pickel Store.
Plans are underway for a dance

up their collective sleeves.
Proceeds from the dance will
be spent completing the fourteen
butt field archery course that Ihe
club is constructing on the Min
go Loop, with the hopes that
next year- meets may be held on
this course. Field archery meet*
are becoming increasingly popu( Continued on Page 3)

contest to be held during the eve
Kennebago Bob Says '
Gloucester Harbor by Paul Libby won the popularity contest ning, and this enthusiastic group
‘Buy Saddleback Shares’
it the Art Show.
has a number of other surprises
n
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12:00 Noon — Sunday School.
7:30 p.m. — Sunday Evening
Song and Praise Service
7:30 p.m. — Thursday,
Prayer Meeting

Bishop Loving.
|K. Sullivan held a reception at the
Bishop* Harland was enthroned ) Vicarage to give parishioners and
as Bishop of Durham only three friends the opportunity to meet
years ago after having served as and, talk personally with Bishop
Suffragen Bishop of Groyden and and Mrs. Ilarland. The Bishop’s
for nine years Bishop of Lincoln, wife radiates as much charm and
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
England. When one meets Bishop naturalness as her husband and
everyone was fascinated to hear
Harland, one res’ '-'-Rev. Raymond H. Bradley, Jr.
11:00 a.m. — Morning Worship. ly his strong assets as ft pastor. Of the problems of managing a
He has hot omy t.i- .......
...J( household as hugq as Auckland
CATHOLIC CHURCHES
of
a
very
earnest
Christian,
but
j Castle, the traditional residence of
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
a
sincere,
yer
humble
and
natural
j the Bishops of Durham. The cas
Rev. Daniel R. Sullivan
Father Allard
manner
of
being
able
to
commuj tle, built in the 12th century, has
Mass is said at:
12th Sunday After Trinity
nicate
with
all,
sorts
of
people.
He
j over seventy rooms and Mrs. Har
St. Luke’s, Rangeley,
7 a.m. Holy Communion (espe
has a lively, yet typically dry wit Iland told us, with a twinkle in
cially for Waya-Awi Students)
6.15, 9:00 and 10:30 a.m. of the British and has a lifetimes! her eye, that when her grandchil
8 a.m. .Holy Communion (Cele
Our Lady of the Lakes,
store of anecdotes that comes on-J dren come to visit (hey ride their
brant: The Rev. James Gusweller,
Oquossoc,
y;00
a.m.
ly with a profound knowledge of bicycles in the hallways. She told
Rector of the Church of Sts. Mat
human nature. His task of being of the thrill of being present in
St.
John's,
Stratton,
7:45
a.m.
thew and Timothy, New York
a pastor to the pastors is a stag- Westminster Abbey with the other
City).
OQUOSSOC LOG CHURCH
gerin one, as he ministers to Bishops and their wives for the
9 -a.m. Morning Prayer (Family
about 400 priests and their con Coronation of Queen Elizabeth IT.
Service)
9:00 a.m. — Morning Worship
gregations. One of his special They were in (he Abbey from 7:30
11 a.m. Morning Prayer and
jobs is chairman of the Arch am to 4:00 and she said she was
Sermon
GOOD MAINE FOOD
bishops's Commission on Divine close enough to the Queen to see
5. p.m. Evening Prayer, followed
Really Home-Cooked, Too!
her give two huge sighs during
Healing.
by the Young People's Meeting
Dinners Served 6 - 7 p.m. W eekdays,
1 2 :3 0 - 2 pm Sundays $2. and $2.50
The
congregation
of
the
BAPTIST CHURCH
FOR R E SE R V A T IO N S,
Church of the Good Shepherd was
CALL W E L D 29-13
Rev. Charles L. Durgiii
fortunate to hear Bishop Har
WELD
INN
Weld,
Maine
10:45 a.m. — Morning Worship.
land preach at the 11 o’clock
services.
During his sermon
Bishop Harland spoke of the
striking familiarity between the
Rangeley Lakes region and the
region of Galilee in the Holy
Land which he visited about ten
years ago. He spoke of tremen
dous beauty in nature as being
a source of refreshment to man,
which should enable him to re
turn ro the hum-drum tasks of
daily existence with a new dedi
cation. A vacation in such, a re
gion as ours, he stressed, should
,be an opportunity of RE-CREA
TION in the real sense of the
word, Hie renewing of the whole
man spiritually p.jtd bodily for
work in God's world. He made a
fine analogy between such a sit
uation and the event of the
Transfiguration,
which
the
Bishop and Mrs. Maurice H. Harland of Durham England.
church thioughout the world
celebrated just last week. This
took place when Peter, James
and John went up onto a high
The town of Rangeley, and in | Aidan, and scholars such as Ar mountain with their Lord and, in
particular. the congregation o f' thur Michael Ramsey, the present a marvelous moment, saw him
revealed in nfs true nature. They
the Church of the Good Shephard j Archbishop of York.
WHY TOLERATE DIRT? A
and the Rev. and Mrs. Daniel K. j The official reason for Bishop came down from the mountain
new almost magic dry cell elec
Sullivan were honored by the Harland's visit to this continent refreshed and renewed. It was a
tronic air filter keeps the whole
house clean electronically. This
visit of a distinguished couple the j was the Centenary of British truly inspiring experience for
unit traps up to 90% of air
weekend of Aug. 7-9; the Right! Columbia ar which he was in vacationers in Rangeley to hear
borne dirt, dust and pollen, wel
Reverend Maurice Henry Har vited to speak. When the Angli such a sermon.
come news to every housewife
and to so many allergy sufferers.
land, the Lord Bishop of Durham, can bishops met at Lambeth
Sunday afternoon, the 9th of
It is priced within the means Of
England
and
Mrs. Harland. Palace ih England last summer, August the Rev. and Mrs. Daniel
every home owner and potential
Bishop Harland is the third rank as they do every ten years, the j
home owner, and is adaptable to
ing prelate of the Church of Eng Right Reverend Oliver Leland
old homes as well as new.
Electro-Klean, introduced by
land after the Archbishops of Loring, the Episcopal bishop o f :
American Air Filter Company
Canterbury and York. This dio Maine extended an invitation to j
of Louisville, Kentucky, brings
cese has an important heritage in I Bishop Harland to visit his Dio
an era of more cleanliness, more
healthfulness— and for the home
the English Church, having had j cese. Bishop and Mrs. Harland
owner, more leisure. Dvr*cries
as predecessors of Bishop Har-' will be visiting parishes at Bar
Our Artist
land, such famous bishops as the Harbor, North East Harbor and
Is Prepared
Saxon saints, St. Cuthbert and St. ; Camden
this
weekend
with

the grueling riles.
The Bishop has been enter
tained by the royal family at a
weekend at Sandringham, where
he went to preach; and he testified
to the fact that they are a thor
oughly goodnatured, fun loving
family at home and charming to
be with.
The Harlands were ov erwhelm
ingly impressed with the warmth
j and hospitality shown them by
the people of Rangeley and
showed a spontaneous enthusiasm
for everything they learned about
life in Maine and the U. S. When
the Harlands visited the Stanl
home on Rangeley Lake, it was
the first time they had ever been
in a log nouse. The Bishop had
been to other parts of the U. S.
before, but never to Maine. They
colleeied photographs everywhere
they went in the Region and, we
hope, took back to England enIduring memories of Rangeley.

English Bishop Visits Rangeley

. PRINTING

and furniture stay clean longer;
walls stay bright. Cleaning and
redecorating bills are substan
tially reduced. Best of all, no
more daily dusting, since trap*
ping dirt in the air before it
settles, means that a “ once over”
occasionally will keep polished
surfaces spanking clean.
The unit is installed on tb«
return air side of any forced
air furnace or central air condi
tioner. It requires no water,
plumbing or sewer connections,
no special wiring circuits. Main
tenance cost is less than that of
a 10 watt bulb. It is approved
bv F. H. A.

GREENWOOD INN

Where Particular People Dine

To Help Design

Mr. and Mrs. Vincent York

LAWRENCE
HAINES

Your Next

• Letterhead
• Announcement

Tel. 52-11

ROWE'S
FUNERAL HOME

Tel. Medford 9-2283

• Folder

Building Contractor
Rangeley, Me.

Phillips, Maine

Pine Tree Restaurant

Wilton Printed
! Products Inc.
Phone 5-8998

Wilton, Maine

I

Also

Under Direction of Maurice Thibault

Headquarters

for
Licensed Embalmer and Funeral Director

24 Hour Ambulance Service

• Rubber Stamps
• W ed d in g Stationery

• Mimeographing

Tel. 1

• Silk Screen Process

•
•

All Home Made Pastries
Excellent Lunches and Dinners
•
Recreation Room
•
Sun Porch Dining Room

• Signs of all kinds

“ Ici nous parlons frangais”
M A IN ST.

RANGELEY,
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Water Ski Show:
(Continued from Page 1)
aloft suspended by a kite. This is
an extremely hazardous stunt,
and it is not often that one has
the opportunity to see i t . . . .
The Luckson Skiers hope to put
on a two hour show; but, in case

PAGE S

THESE ADVERTISERS ARE ON

BENEDICT ARNOLD

:■;V: ■-p:?*•?•:"V <s »%.-;V
y?

TRAIL
“ Scenic Route to Canada”

FINEST VIEW IN NEW ENGLAND
*
From
EIDGE FARM GIFT SHOP

EUSTIS RIDGE
INEXPENSIVE GIFTS
IGE CREAM

WILDWIND

The former Miss Loretta Kunz of Rangeley and her husband
Airman 1 /c John D. Johanson.

Cam ps

uate of Farmington Agricultural
College in Long Island.

Loretta Kunz Wed
Miss Loretta Kunz of Rangeley and New York, sister of Mrs.
Charles Steward was wed Octo
ber 18 of last year. Loretta was a
graduate of George Washington
High, where she was on the honor
roll.
She also was a volunteer
Red Cross nurse at Medical Cen
ter and attended Walton night
school.

SOFT DRINKS

On Mooselookmeguntic

..... Central Dining Room
—— Housekeeping Cabins
■
American Plan Lodge
•------ Boats and Motors
—— Overnight Guests
Tel. Ra. 00*3
Oquossoc, Me.

longest distance.
Her brother Jonathan will be
Look M a! I’m F lying!
28. Coke Race.
an uncle for the second time in
29. Western Horst Champion
of
inclement
weather,
there
may
four months.
be some alterations in the pro ship.
30. 3-Gaited Horse Champion
Mrs. Viola Kunz who is em graming. In any case, however,
ship.
ployed by
Mr. Mercer for the this show' should be a must on
past
two years at the Manor your schedule of activities.
Coffee Shop and Delicatessan is
(Continued from Page 1)
planning to go to daughter Lo
which will furnish the motivation
retta in September to be with
(Continued from Page 1)
She wed John D. Johanson, her when her second grandchild Wagon will be on hand to serve for some of the dogs will proba
Airman 1st Class, of the same is due to arrive as she has done food. Entries are expected in the bly only motivate some dog* to
sit down and yawn. However, it
neighborhood. They are living in the same for her other daughter following classes:
1. 4-H Fitting and Showing. is a known attribute of dogs to
Seattle, Washington where he la Carol. Lots of luck to both girl*
follow a pack. If one dog runs,
Junior division.
stationed. John ia an honor grad and their husbands.
2. 4-H Fitting and Showing. the rest will probably take after
him out of curiosity. It all re
Senior division.
mains to be seen. What ever hap
3. Model Ponies.
pens, it ought to be funny.
4. Western Grooming.
And
In fact we got a letter from
5. Open 3-Gaited Saddle Horse.
HOUSEKEEPING COTTAGES
Bill Munroe the other day saying
6. Open Parade Horse Class.
ON RANGELEY LAKE
7. Equitation Balanced Seat 11- he was thinking of flying up
WRITE
here August 23rd
from Massa
13 years of age.
8. Jun'or Parade Horse.
chusetts ju*t to see these dogs
EVA and FOSTER KING, Prop*.
9. Equitation Western Seat 11- run.
Oquossoc, Maine
Tel. 93-11

Horse Show:

Mutt Race:

WESTSHORE LODGE

Pleasant— Informal

Vacation-—Sport

CARPET CENTER
AT

ROWE'S STORE
Scatter Rugs - All W ool
Hooked Rugs - All Wool

$2.95 to $9.95
$6.95 to $11.50

Room Size Carpets
W all To W all Carpets
1 Day Delivery
Hall Runners and Stair Carpets
$5.00 - $6.00 - $7.00

13 years of age.
lOr-Open Jumping.
11. Open Ponies in Harness.
12. Western Trail Horse.
13. Lead Line Class.
14. Spotted Horse.
15. Equitation Balanced Seat,
14-17 years of age. requirements
1-12. B. Equitation Western Seat,
14-17 years of age. requirements
1-12.
16. Open Stock Horse.
17. Roadster Ponies.
18. Open Palomino.
19. Sack Race.
20. Bridle Path Horse.
21. Open Pet Type Pony under
Saddle.
22. Pair Class.
23. Clover Leaf Race.
24. M.H.A. Open pleasure horse
class English and Western.
25. Musical Stalls.
26. Ladies 3-Gaited.
27. A Special Trophy will be
awarded the horse coming the

D. C. MORTON Inc.

ENTER NOW
If you have not entered your
dog in the event, do so now. You
have until August 20th to get
your entries in. This is the clos
ing date. “ Doc” is going to have
programs printed and needs the
names of all entries by that date.

Archer's Ball:
(Continued from Page 1)
lar throughout the state, and as
many as one thousand archers
have gathered to shoot at such
meets. The archers (some from
all over the state, and the High
land Bowmen hope that their
coprse will attract these people
to the Rangeley Region.
The aim of the Highland Bow
men is to benefit the entire re
gion as well as providing enter
tainment for one and all; there
fore this dance is an extremely
worthwhile cause, and one that
should receive all the support
that you can give it.

Albee Guest House
(Marcia R. Sprague)
Tel.
Rangeley 87
Main St., Rangeley, Me.

C am p Antlers
On Mooselookmeguntlc

GENERAL REPAIRING
Texaco Gas & Oil - Marfax Lubrication
Goodyear Tires and Tubes
Automotive Supplies & Accessories
RANGELEY, ME.

TEL. 97

BULLDOZERS AND
POWER SHOVELS
AVAILABLE FOR
DRIVEW AY
CONSTRUCTION

• Housekeeping Cabins

• Boat* and Motor* tor
Fishing and Trip*
• Water Skiing
Tel. 17-21

Regular Guests
At Russell's
Motor Camps
Many of the regular summer
isitorg are
at Russell’* Motor
Camps this week. A bean-hole
bean cookout is planned for tht
week-end, which is popular with
folks at the camp. Mr. and Mrs,
Clyde Hastings, Philip and Brian
of Framingham Mass, and Mrs,
Bessie M. Stiles also of Framing
ham arrived recently with their
boat and other outdoor equip
ment. The boys were able to
swim in the .50 yd. free-style race
at the water carnival on Sunday.
Also registered at Russell’*
this week are Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
S. Mathewsen of Cranston, R. I.;
Mr. and Mrs. James E. O'Keef*
and family, Providence, R. I.;
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Haig, Jr. and
Mr. and Mrs. William Saudreuter,
Stamford, Conn.;
Mr.
Oliver
Sandreuter,
Old
Greenwich,
Conn.; Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lee,
Craig, Bruce and Barbara, Bath,
Me.; Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Mathewson, Crans+on, R. I.; Mr. and
Mrs. E. M. Webb, Haverhill,
Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. K. C. Burn
ham, Portland, M e.; Mrs. M. H,
Keeley, Shrewsbury, Mass.;
Mr,
and Mrs. Walter Emerson, Seaver
and Robert, Medford, Mass.; Mr.
(Continued on Page 71

KOCH'S
(g o )
Gas — Oil — Lubrication
Atlas Tires and Batteries
** *

Evinrude Motors
3-50 H P.
Representative
Wolverine Boats
The White Lapstrake Boat
15 - 19 footers

Marine Supplies
*
Boats &
Evinrude Motors
TO LET
Prop. ARNOLD C. KOCH

Phone 5
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THE RANGELEY HIGHLANDER
“ Serving the Mountains of Maine"
Published W eekly June 20— Sept. 5
A nd once in Oct. Dec. Feb. and M ay
Rangeley Lakes, Maine
Owner and Publisher, Robert W inser Brute
E ditor— Summer Editions, Joanne Blythe
E ditor— W inter Editions, Barbara A. Bruce
Advertising and Circulation Manager
R obert W . Bruce
COM M ITTEE OF AD V ISO R S
We, the undersigned agree to serve on an advisory committee
which will help determine policy in the printing and publish*
ing of a new year-round newspaper for the Rangeley-Oquossoc
Region to be called THE RAhGELEY HIGHLANDER,

Walter C. Davenport
Ronald Turmenne
Roger Verrill
Kenneth Wilber
Eric Sandstrom
Joseph E. Toupin
Vernon D. Collins
John H. Miles

Page Sharp
Vance Oakes
A. L. Hodgkins
John Kidder, Jr.
Edward DeMar
Floyd Keep
Hazen Morton

Subscription: $2.00 Yearly
Telephone U
Entered as Second Class Matter, July 29, 1957
at the Post O ffice at Rangeley, Maine under the
act o f March 3, 1879.

Arnold Trail
There is increasing interest in the Arnold Trail. People are
making the drive up through Eustis to Canada to see where
Benedict Arnold and his men toiled up over the rapids and falls
to the heighth of land. There are many people in the state who
are thinkng about the possibilities of developing the route as a
tourist attraction.
Now we read that the good people of Vermont have institut
ed an annual pageant dramatising the retreat of Roger's Rang
ers from their sack and burning of St. Francis, the Indian vill
age on the shores of the St. Lawrence, during the French and
Indian Wars.
These annual pageants have become a very popular feature
of many areas is the south where some historical event took
place. In many instances literaly thousands of people make the
pilgrimage to the spot to see the performance. These pageants
are usually well written and historically accurate, and are pro
duced locally with local talent in full regalia.
person often acts the same part over a period o f years.

It would be a splendid idea, if it could be organized, for
Northwest Maine to do something like that. It would mean the
cooperation of several ccmmunities in the area, but it would be
well worth the effort. Anybody interested? It could be done.

Lol The Poor Fishl
Recently we have heard talk o f dissatisfaction with the State
Fish and Game Commission and th i B iological Study o f the
habits o f the land-locked salmon and trout in the R angeley Lake
System.'

the Rangeley-Dallas Corp. to
carry this out as fully as possible
under the laws of the State of
Maine.
Sometime in September, there
Historic Mountain View Cot- j vided for sale as building lots. It
tages, site of the famous Moun is the belief of Mr. Robbins and will be a sale of all cabins and
tain View Hotel which burned Mr. Ingleby that there is a need j contents on the present Mountain
Aug. 7 1956, was sold last Friday in the Rangeley Region for a View property to completely clear
to the Rangeley-Dallas Corpora choice location that is restricted the grounds. After this the area
tion for an undisclosed figure. as to the type of construction will be developed according to a
The agent was Phil Marx of that can he put up in the area. plan the members of the corpora
Oquossoc. The Rangeley-Dallas They believe that for the good tion have in mind.
The purchase of the Mountain
Corporation, of which Monett of the region as a whole, it Is es
Robbins, Pres. and George Ingle- sential that a start be made View property August 7, occurred
by of Warwick, R. I., Treas. are toward upgrading the region by JuBt three years to the day from
the sole stockholders was formed assuring purchasers of property the date the hotel burned. The
to carry out real estate develop that if they invest a sizable sum original hotel was first erected in
In home construction, a neighbor 1878 at Mountain View by Henry
ments In the Rangeley Region.
Mr. Robbins announced Sunday cannot build In such a way as to T. Kimball. In 1895 Kimball and
that the area would be cleared decrease the value of the first co-owner Lewis Bowley built the
and the whole property subdi man’s property. It Is the plan of annex. Other owners followed.
These included Lincoln North,
Fred and Joyce Burnes, Willard
and Francis Judkins and in 1950
Curt and Alice Settle. The Settles
had razed the hotel before the
fire which destroyed the annex
and the Cocktail Lounge in 1956.

M O U N TA IN V IE W SOLD

Doll Carriage Parade
Attracts Crowd

A good sized crowd braved the
threatc: '.ig showers on Saturday
afternoon to witness Doc Grant’s
11th Annual Doll Carriage Parade
on Main St. in Rangeley Village.
About 30 carriages and tricycles
were entered in the show, all of
them brightly decorated and beau
tiful. Miss Virginia Carol Cook,
seven year old daughter of the
Rev. and Mrs. George Cook of
Oceanside, L.I., N.Y., dressed as
an angel and with her carriage
made to look like a fluffy cloud
was chosen by the judges as the
first prize winner. Second prize
went to Wendy Field of Rangeley,
with her carriage and dress made
in burgundy and white. Third

G U N S
By Charles W. King
“ VARMIT RIFLES”
A varmit falls in the class and
reputation as a no-good. As a rule
he is worthless as food or fur.
You shoot him for sport and good
riddance. These varmits are num
erous and range in size from the
little prairie dog to the cougar.
The woodchuck accounts for more
expended powder and high velo
city than all the rest put together.
Most varmits are relatively
small targets, and in most places
you will be shooting at them over
wide-open country where they can
see you more easily than you can j
see them. Most of your shots con- ’
sequently will be at extreme
range, at time up to 400 yards.
With a rifle and sighting equip
ment of great accuracy, it is no
problem to polish off these pests.
Your selection of the right wea
pon depends on two factors, (a)
at how great a disc&ncs y i
you can hit them— (b) to what I
degree your shooting will disturb
or endanger your neighbors and
their property. This risk is a prim
ary cause tor concern, and the
main reason that top-flight varmit
rifles employ light bullets at very
high speed. The idea of, course, is
to prevent ricochets from flying
into someone’s home or land.

W e think it best not to be in too b ig a hurry m aking up our
minds about this project. L et’s give it a few more years before
we praise or condemn it. Last year, because the fishing was g o o d
in Rangeley Lake, many people leaped to the conclusion that the
fish ways over the dams were the cause o f it. Since less than 400
fish passed through the fish ways during the season, it is obvious
that they had little to do with it. This year the fish in g has been
p oor in Rangeley and good in M ooselookm eguntic. N ow m any
again leap to the conclusion that the rem oval o f the screen at
In settled areas or on the farm,
Oquossoo is the reason. W e w ould rather wait fo r a couple o f
the 22 Hornet is a fine weapon for
m ore years before we make any statemtnts. Fishing goes in
ranges up to 150 yards. The .222
cycles like everything else.
Remington, using a similar weight
bullet, is quite a bit faster and
One o f the principle purposes of the fishw ays is to study virtually ricochet-proof. Its e ffe c -'
the movements of the fish. It w ill take an estim atedj) years be tive range is 200 yards or a bit
fore this can be determined scientifically. A fte r that, we m ay more and the report isn’t too dis
know enough to do something that will really help the fishing in turbing to the neighbors.
Shooting on the big prairie or
all the lakes.
mountains presents few of these
W e would think that perhaps in 10 years some positive r e 
sults could be expected. That is, after the study has been made,
and then when the results have made possible a program based
on know ledge rather than guesses. In the meantime it w ill pay
everybody to cooperate to the utmost with the biologist in r e 
porting fish taken to that the records may be more complete.

H O R T O N ’S
A L P IN E C O LO N Y
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING
Rt. i

Telephone 27-2

prize winner was Linda Hunt who
was dressed as Cinderella and
whose carriage was made to look
like Cinderella’s pumpkin. The
prizes were those big, beautiful
dolls which have been waiting for
their new mistresses at Doc’s durin the past few weeks.
Three other young ladies were
lucky enough to have their names
drawn from Doc’s famous ten (?)
gallon hat, and also received iden
tical dolls as prizes. The first
name drawn was Donna Scribner,
the second Kendra Ellis and the
third Kay Dahne. All the girls re
ceived dolls to take home and de
parted happy and tired from the
excitement of the parade.

LETTER
TO THE
EDITOR

I have heard a lot about how
lovely Alice and Curt Mercer are
to their guests, which is very true,
but aren’t we forgetting someone
else who makes it very pleasant
anS comfortable too? An all
around man who has been faith
ful since Curt Mercer started,
Russell McGarvey. Let’s give him
a big hand and wish him luck at
problems. Here you can use the summer camp.
hottest rifle made. For cat, coy
Mrs. Viola Kunz
otes, jacicrabbits, woodchucks and
prairie dogs you can use the .257
Weatherby Magnum, and exceed(Continued on Page 7)

BLODGET'S

IN ADDITION
In the story on the Library
Celebration poster contest we
left out the winners on the
third grade level. They were
1st. place Nellie Ross, 2nd
place Linda Hodge, 3rd place a
tie between Bernard McGarvey
and Francis Niles.

Comfortable Camps
Boats & Motors
Catering to family groups
and fishing people
Rt. 17
One mile from Oquossoe

Cold Weather
IS NOT FAR AW AY
NOW IS THE TIME TO PREPARE
Storm Windows - Weather Stripping:
Insulation
Repairs - Weather Proofing

S. A. COLLINS & SON
Rangeley

Tel. 213 or 35

CLEARANCE SALE
OUTBOARD MOTORS
214 To 15 H.P.

Milton A. Lisherness
Oquossoc, Maine

Tel. 19-11
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played by Stephen Elliott, Felice
Here, I made the acquaintance
Orlandi, Bryan Herbert and Al
of some pickerel, a species far
fred Leberfeld. The comedy has
down
the
social
ladder,
and
I
be
ji . c t t c r b o x
been directed by Christopher
gan to wonder if I had made a
Hewctl and the settings arc by
mistake in leaving home. My
friends and I noticed more boats,
Boyd Dumrose.
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
and the liy fishermen pestered us
Performances will be gir.cn
' (Ed. note; This Slightly soggy
considerably. Still, this was para
nightly
at 8:1.r> p.m. through Sat
ami highly unusual Ms. appeared
dise compared to wiiat was in
urday,
August
22, with matinees
on our desk this week. We as
store for us in the year to come.
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30
sume it was written in response
We stayed in Umbagog all that
pm. Phone reservations may he
to the article on the fishways that
year. At teat time, rumors were
made by calling GReenwood 4appeared several weeks ago).
circulating that an outfit known
3331.
Dear Sir
as the Maine Fish and Game As
i was born in the Little Boy
soc. had started work on "fish
Fails area above Parmachenee
ways" so that: we might be able
Luke. As I grew in size, I dropped
to travel around a bit. As time
down into the lake proper. Here I
As I look back, I wish I ’d stayed went on, these "fish ways,” or
lived happily for a couple of years. in that lake; but like all small
ladders, wore completed, and nat
I managed to evade the lures and fry, and wanderlust hit me again,
urally we had to try them out. We
flies of President Eisenhower, al so with several companions, I ex
headed up stream that fall, our
though I felt quite proud that the plored further. To be perfectly
Betsy Palmer
hearts filled with anticipation of
President ol this great nation frank, »we were sick of the logs
the strange world that lay be
should pay vs a call.
that floated around in the upper yond. Liltle did we know what
However, as many young fish end of the lake; so following the was in store.
We reached the ladder at Mid
do, I decided to leave home and pull of the water, we went down
see the world. Following the path lake one fine spring day. At the dle Dam and climbed it smartly,
outlet, logs were being sluiced but at the upper step our progress
SKOWHEGAN — Betsy Pal
through to the river below. The was halted. We couldn’t go on, and
strong current drew us along, and we coulSn’t turn back. There was mer, TV’s golden girl, and Kurt
suddenly we were catapulted into nothing to do but wait. After a Kasznar, favorite s t a g e and
the sluice. Down we went with the couple of days, along came two screen actor, will share the com
Groceries
logs into the Magalloway. This men. Fishermen, we thought, but edy honors at the Lakewood
was a sca’e-raising experience, but no lures or flies were thrown at Theatre in “Once More, with
WORK CLOTHING
fortunately 1 came through all us. One of these men had a big Feeling.” This hilarious success
and SHOES
right. Some of my friends, how net and he started to dip us up from the recent Broadway sea
Thornton Niles with soma
ever, were injured, and a few were and to dump us in a tub. This was son will begin a week’s run on
nice
trout from Quimby Pond.
open 7 days a week
killed. I hid behind a big rock un p r e t t y
frightening, and we Monday, August 17.
til evening. When the logs finally thrashed eround trying to escape.
The comedy by Harry Kurnitz
Opposite Rangeley Cleaners, stopped coming, I hightailed it Then ‘everything went black. I concerns +’ > misadventures of a
down stream and ended up in heard lator we’d been doped. tempei
orchestra conduc
Main St.
Mr. ard Mrs. John Shabot and
Umbagog Lake,
When we came to we were in an tor am
Tul harpist wife.
daughter
Pat of Hudson, Mass.,
other tub, we’d lost some scales, These r
>eing enacted by have returned again to Greenvalf
and
there
was
a
tasteless
and
un
B u ffet Tues. Eve. 7 :30
Kasznar u
i Palmer in one
comfortable hunk of metal in our of the most popular presintations Cove Cabins. The Shabots hava
been coming for lo! these many
mouths. Finally, we were dumped on the summer circuit.
years. Mrs. Dwight Sawin, Sr. re
into the lake, which, according to
Betsy Palmer is well known as ports that, water skiing is the or
Since 1889
the grapevine, was Lower Rich
a panelist on television’s "I’ve der of the day among the young
ardson.
CocKtail Lounge
Got
a Secret” and "Masquerade folks at Greenvale Cove this week.
It was quite a nice lake but a
Dinner Parties
bit shallow. Our gypsy blood un Party” as well as femcee of the
stilled, we travelled on to the Up early morning Today show. In ad
ON LOON LAKE
per Dam 4 ‘fishway.” Here, we dition, she appears frequently on
went through the same routine, the leading dramatic programs
drugged, measured and scrapped like the U. S. Steel Hour and
by the same two that had tor Playhouse 90. She recently com
JOHNSON OUTBOARDS
tured us before. The only differ pleted a starring role in the film
HI-LINER BOATS
ence was they forgot to put an "The Last Angry Man” opposite
A Q U A SPORT laminated W A T E R SKIS
other chunk of metal in our Paul Muni.
mouths. I can tell you, by the
(Lightest, strongest, most resilient kn ow n )
Kurt Kasznar has been seen
time we were dumped In Moose
B O A TS and M OTORS FO R R E N T
In
many motion picture hits, in
look we were wondering just what
Chartered Cruiser Trips
was going on. We were sore in cluding the Academy Award win
mind and body. The metal tags ning "An Ameiican in Paris,”
hurt our mouths, we didn’t feel "Lili,” "The Happy Time” and
much like eating with those things "Kiss Me, Kate.” He scored a per
Tel. 237 and 30
always in the way, and w« lost a sonal triumph on Broadway this
lot of weight.
season in Noel Coward's "Look
We were pretty worn out by After Lulu” and has just been
then, so we stayed in Mooselooic signed as Mary Martin’s leading
for awhile. Since our journey had man in the forthcoming Rodgers
taken a long time, we were pretty and Hammerstein musical, ‘The
good size and very experienced.
Sound of Music.”
Most of the bigger salmon we ran
Other featured roles In "Once
into in Mooselook didn't seem aw
More, with Feeling” will
be
fully bright. They were always
being caught.
hook on a lure would be more to
One day, hearing that the smart my liking. My advice to young
fish lived in Rangeley, we decided fish, who read this, is: stay put.
that was the place for us. Rumor Don’t let those fellows at the
also had it that food was plenti ladders get a hold of you, and
ful, and the Rangeley smelt were don’t be token in by everything a
by far the best. We couldn’t re fisherman dangles in front of your
sist the temptation, and despite nose.
the Oquossoc Dam ordeal, we
Guesa that’* it as of now. I ex
made it to Rangeley Lake. We've pect to live a few more years here
TELEPHONE, 209
settled down in Rangeley for good in Rangeley, so there’s nothing
now, as we dare not hazard those more to add—unless, of course, I
‘‘fishways” again. We fear we get caught.
might become drug addicts.
Sincerely,
Main Street
Rangeley, Maine
Mr. A. Salmon
In closing, I ’d like to suggest
(C. Blodget)
that someone speak to the De
partment of Fish and Game about
devising a more comfortable tag,
and I might also add that ona
of least resistance, I floated or
swam down the stream that emp
ties into Aziscoos Lake, making
the trip, with many of my friends,
during a period of high water. In
Aziscoos, the smelt were plentiful,
and I grew real well. Most of '.he
fishermen were fly enthusiasts,
and the danger of the three barbed
lures was thus minimized. Aside
from being hooked by a fly fisher
man, who (luckily for me) was a
conservationist, I got along fine.
The small fly caused me only tem
porary discomfort and soon heal
ed.

"Once More,
With Feeling"
At Lakewood

s Place

Greenvale
Cove Camps

YORKS LOG
VILLAGE

BACK
TO

SCHOOL

Frank C. Case MARINA

OQUOSSOC LIQHT
& POWER CO.

serving the Rangeley Region

SHOES

IRVIN G S. HEN DRY

addietocA
LAKE

INSURANCE

An American Plan

L O D GF

rangeley. M
aine

Resort
with Individual Cottages

Peg and Monett Robbins

Telephone 101

ALL FORMS

Saddleback Road
24 hour servic#

P h . 2 21
N otary Pubiio
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Mrs. Alyce Foster is at her
home In Phillips.
The Harry Streichs were at
their camp on Long Pond for
their annual summer vacation re
cently.
Mrs. Clarissa Vaughn was in
Rangeley this week visiting
friends.
William Ellis has arrived from
Washington. D. C., for a brief
visit to the Ellis home on Pleasatn St. The family wTll return to
Washington this week-end.

they went to Mt. Desert National
Park and visited with Mrs. L.
Tracy of Brewer.
Fred Carlton, son of Lynn
Carlton of Rangeley, married
Ann Foshay of Milo, Me. on Sat
urday August 8 at 8 p.m. in the
Baptist Church at Milo. Those
who went from Rangeley were
Mrs. Omer Doucette and two
children of Hartford, Conn.; Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Byron of Wind
ham, N. H.; Mrs. Fred Taylor of
Guilford, Conn.; Mrs. George
Bridgham of Rangeley. After the
reception the bridal couple took
the Bluenose ferry to Nova Sco
tia.

Mrs. Fred Taylor of Guilford,
Conn, and Mrs. Harold Larson
■of Williamston, Mass, have been
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hillman,
visiting in Rangeley with Mrs.
Taylor’s sister, » Mrs. George Jane and Robbin of Peabody,
Bridgham. The past week-end Mass, have returned home after

Specials every evening plus the regular
menu

FRIDAY NIGHT is LOBSTER NIGHT

ROGER’S MARKET
Oquossoc, Maine
featuring
QUALITY GROCERIES
$ S. PIERCE PRODUCTS
WESTERN STEER BEEF
Ale and Beer

Captain and Mrs. John D. Han
son and children of Westover
Field, Mass., arrived Monday for
a three wreek’s vacation at the
summer home of his father Harry
Hanson.

•

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Clancy of
Quincy, Mass, are the guests this
week of Mr. and Mrs. Milton
Lisherness. Mary Ellen Clancy
has joined her sister Peggy at the
Lishernesses for a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. William Illch en
tertained recently at a cocktail
party in honor of Mrs. Illch’s
birthday.

Hunter Cove Has
Parking Problem

According to Alice West at
Hunter Cove Camps the major
problem for this week is the
parking of 14 automobiles in a
parking lot built for nine. How
ever, they get their cars stashed
away some place, and we will
wager parking is more difficult
today on East 82nd St. A party
of eight went to Lakewood Wed
nesday to see Gloria Swanson in
“ The Bells are Ringing” .
Guests, at Hunter Cove include
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Tappe and
family of Floral Park, N. Y .:
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Anslow of
Grosse Pointe Farms, Mich.;
Prof, and Mrs. Philip Brown of
Brunswick, Me.; Mr. and Mrs.
Eben P. Morse of Naples, Fla.;
Mr. and Mrs. Roger S. Crapo and
son of Taunton, Mass.; Mr. and
Mrs. George K. Warfield of New
Haven, Conn.; Mr. and Mrs. R.
M. Hendricks of
Wallingford,
Conn.; Miss Louise Poeton of
Marblehead, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs.
R. J. Bradbury of North Haven,
Conn.;
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
Tlie Campbell reunion was held Kuder and son of Baltimore, Md.
Sunday, Aug. 2 at Lower Dallas
and Mrs. Ada V. Moore also of
on the Campbell field. Officers Baltimore.
elected for the following year are:
Pres., Dick Steward; Vice Pres.,
Alton Steward; Sec., Rosie Stew
The top of Saddleback Mt. is
ard; Treasurer, Fred Campbell. almost solid granite containing
The food committee will consist large feldspar crystals. This gran
of Dick Steward, Glen Campbell, ite is Jointed into huge building
Donald Haines. Those attending blocks, one of which slid loose
were: Mr. and Mrs. Alton Ander to form Piazza Roclc.

Campbell Reunion
Held Aug. 2

Major and Mrs. Harold Tjaberman and children of Mt. Holley,
New Jersey, have been spending
a week at the Hanson cottage
and visiting Mrs. Traberman’s son and family; Mr. and Mrs. Don
sister Mrs. Kenwood Rowe and Sweetser and family; Mrs. Basil
■family.
Haines and family; Mr. and Mrs.
The Collins and Ross reunion Harry Ross and family; Mr. and
will be hold August 16 (Sunday) Mrs. Donald Haines and family;
at the Collins Camp at Langtown. Mr. and Mrs. David Haines; Mrs.
Guy Haines; Mr. and Mrs. Wen
A fried chicken dinner will be
dell Steward and family; Mr.
served.
Glenwood Campbell and son; Mr.
Harold .Spinney entered the and Mrs. Fred Campbell; Mr. and
Veteran’s Hospital in Togus, Me. Mrs. Kenneth Bachelder; Mr. and
for observation and treatment on Mrs. Willis Ross; Mr. and Mrs.
Charles EJlingwood; Mr. Alton
Monday.
Steward; Mrs. Della Crocker; Mr.
Mrs. Thomas Church and Kim Roland Ellingwood; Mr. Walter
berley have returned to Chicago Anderson; Mr. Ellery Anderson;
after visiting in Rangeley with Mr. Harold Ford.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ken
wood Rowe.
The first point in the United
Kendra Ellis, Janet Russell, States to be touched by the ris
Ivy Berry and Pam Pillsbury are ing sun is Mt. Katahdin, which
at St. Thomas Episcopal Church has an eleation of 5,273 feet.
Camp this week at Lincolnville.

SKY AND LAKE MOTEL

•

visiting in Rangeley with Mrs.
Mrs. Roland S. Newton, sister
Hillsman’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. of Mrs. Frank Badger, Is here
R. D. Keep. While here the Hill for a visit along with her son and
mans, Jane and Mrs. Keep climb his family, Mr. and Mrs. James
ed Mt. Saddleback.
Newton and daughter Penny, all
of Westboro, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Lelaml Nile were .
the guests Sunday of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Lauriston Jacobs
Mrs. Charles S. McVeigh for din of Auburn spent the weekend
ner. The McVeigh’s grandson, Da- |with their daughter and son-invid, Jr. returned to New York on law, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Parker.
Scotty Parker returned to Auburn
Monday.
to spend the week with his grand
Mrs. C. C. Murphy and her parents. The Parkers also have as
daughter, Laverna, of Washing their guest Mr. Lee Niles of Waton, D. C., visited in Rangeley re terville. Mr. Niles is Mrs. Parker’s
cousin.
cently with Mrs. Axel Tibbetts.
The Wesley Millers are the
On their way back to Washington
they stopped in Bangor to visit proud parents of a baby boy,
with Mr. and Mrs. Victor Mur Wesley, Jr., born Aug. 4th at
the Farmington Hospital. The
phy.
baby weighed 5 lbs. 6 oz.
Mrs. Axel Tibbetts had as her
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Hecht of
guest recently her daughter Mrs. Providence, R. I. spent several
Marie Slovak of Pittsfield. Her days visiting Mr. and Mrs. Albert
sister, Mrs. Gertrude Toothaker Blythe. Also visiting the Blythes
of Drydeu has returned home af are Mrs. Blythe’s brother, Walter
ter a week’s visit.
G. Sheldon, and Mrs. Frank
Mr. and Mrs. Orris Lamb and Rogers of Pawtucket, R. I.
their daughter Rita of Lunen
burg, Mass, visited recently with
Mr. an l Mrs. Wallace Hamm and
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Ross.

*

SCRIBNER'S
HARDWARE
W ESTERN AUTO
AGEN CY

LAUNDERETTE

Main St.
Rangeley, Maine

STU BBYS
GROCERIES
All Home Made Pastries
Home Baked Beans and Hot Rolls

HOT BARBECU ED CH IC KEN
and FRENCH FR IE S
Italian Sandwiches
Open Daily 9 :30 A.M. to 10:30 P.M.

Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Hoffheimer and three boys of Wash
ington, D. C. have returned home
after visiting in Oquossoc with
Mrs. Hoffheimer’s parents, Mr.
and Mrs. William Illch.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Stephens
entertained at a card party at
Articia Lodge
recently.
The
guests included Mr. and Mrs. Jo
seph DeYoung, Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam Tllch and Mrs. Loarama
Thomas.

Complete with modem LP-GAS APPLIANCES!
Imagine this lovely ranch-style
Swift home constructed on your
own lot, fully equipped with all
these 1959 automatic LP-Gas ap
pliances! built-in range and oven,
furnace, water heater, Incinerator,
space heater, clothes dryer, refrig

erator, plus a complete LP-Gas fuel
system. The house it Swift Homes'
Westbrook# with 4 bedrooms,
master bath and powder room,
bonut-tUed kitchen, spacious llvIng-dinlng room . . . oil with com
plete Interior finish.

JUST ENTER YOUR NAME IN THE

LP-GAS SWEEPSTAKES I
Simply visit us for a fret entry blank. Fill in the blank and leave
It with us. We’ll do the rest. Nothing to buy. It’s as easy as
writing your name!

* SEE US FOR SWEEPSTAKES ENTRY BLANKI ★

Book's
Appliance Shop
Rangeley

. Tel. 224-2

t

Mrs. Arthur Stephens also en
tertained at a canasta party re
cently.
The guests were Mrs.
Shelton Noyes, Mrs. Bernard
Pritzker and Mrs. Robert Gogan.
Mrs. Loamma Thomas lias re
turned to her home at Haines
Landing after a few days for
treatment and observation at the
Maine Medical Center in Port
land.
Mrs. George Gibbs has returned
home after a visit to her cottage
at Bailey's Island.

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
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Hillside Cottages
The guests at Hillside have
b e e n entertaining themselves
■with relaxing and sight seeing for
the mosi part. However Mr.
Beebe and five boys from Salem,
•Conn,
fished all week and had
I
good luck. Guests at Hillside in
clude Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Kittell and his mother of Hartford,
Conn., Mr. and Mrs. Armus Tronimiter of Gloucester, Mass., Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Donovan of Kings
ton, N. Y., who have been com
ing to Hillside for 11 years, and
Air. and Airs. Alears and mother,
Airs. J. P. Lee of Hicksville, N. Y.
and Air. and Airs. W. Leach, Warwick, R. I.

Subscription Blank
THE RANGELEY HIGHLANDER
NAME
ADDRESS
CiTY

STATE

AMOUNT ENCLOSED $
12 MONTHS SUBSCRIPTION

CHECK

□

Regular yearly rate $2.0 0. This includes from 11 to 13
copies during the months ot June, July and August according
to the needs of the season. During the winter season one copy
per month for September, October, December, February and
May.

Maine Woods And Waters

grain bullet and thus come as near
being the all around rifle as any
we have.

Best Outdoor Cooking
Is The Simplest Kind

These are all excellent weapons
for such shooting. Of course, the’
individual must choose the wea
pon that, suits him best. You’ll

I was talking with the old fel- [ ipe for venison cooked with red Imount all Inese weapons with a

Doc. Grant and his winners at the Doll Carriage Parade, ler the other day about outdoor j wine. He snorted when he heard 1airly powerful scope, of course,
Carol Cook (right) first prize, Wendy Field (left) second prize cooking. More to rag him than j this,
“Yas, they’s probably them as
anything else, I mentioned a recand Linda Hunt (center) third prize. See story on page four.

Russell's:

took first P’ ace, Mrs. Alexander
Peters second and Airs. A. J.
U
Stephens third.
A class which always has ap
peal for spectators was that for
children. In the group for ages
5 - 9 , Gay Wilcox won first,
The Baptist Church Vestry was Noyes placing second and . Mrs.
Richard
Fotter
second
and
the scene this Wednesday of tlve Robert Noyes placing third for
Alicheal Aquilino third for artwenty-fourth annual flower show an' .arrangement, of roses in Class
I rangement illustrating “ my fa
of the Rangeley Lakes Carden III, Mrs. Bernard Pritzlcer won
vorite fairy story” . In ages.10-14,,
Club. The theme, .“ Make Mine an honorable mention.
which consisted, of flowers, ar
Country Style” , was carried out
For an arrangement of wild ranged for “ Dere” teacher’s desk,
in eleven classes, including one flowers in a basket suitable for
Susanne Fichtner took a blue rib
in horticulture.
a porch table, Mrs. Carlos Warner bon, Betsy Noyes a red, and Don
In the horticulture class, blue
won a blue ribbon/ Mrs. 'J. S; na Scribner a yellow.
ribbon winners were':
McClughan a red, and Mrs.
In the miniatures class, Sec
1. Mrs Richard Ellis for a lily. Claude Lints a yellow, and there
tion A, for an arrangement in a
2. Mrs Francis Pillsbury for a were 4 honorable mentions.
favorite container, Airs. Bernard
gloxinia.
Arrangements for mantle with Pritzker took first place, Airs. B.
3. Janet Mitchell for a gladflowers and candles constituted S. Stahl second, and Airs. Fred
iola.
erick Dill third. For an arrange
4. Mrs. John Wurts for phlox. the uext class, with Mrs. B. S.
ment using miniature, accessory,
5. Mrs. Arthur Kelley for Stahl placing first, Mrs. Harrison
Amber aecoiid, and Mrs. Stanley section B, Mrs. Shelton Noyes
roses, iris and monkshood.
Haley third. Mrs. Paul Fichtner won a blue ribbon. Mrs. Robert
6. Herbert Ellis — sweet peas.
and
Joanne McClughan — honor Noyes a red and Mrs. Alexandei
7. Mrs. John Russell -— Afri
Peters yellow.
able mention.
can violet.
V das.? X. entitled “ Hospitality
One of the popular divisions
8. Mrs. Vance Oakes — tube
i Country Style” consisted of arwas that of arrangements in a
rous begonia.
1 raq^ements for a guestroom, with
9. Mrs. H. L. Frank — zinnia. kitchen utensil, with Mrs, Fred
Airs. M. J. Brooks winning first
erick Dill winning first place,
10. Leland Niles — dahlia.
place, Mrs. Vance Oakes second
11. Mrs. B. F. Stahl — phlox Mrs. Robert Noyes second and
and Judy Wilcox third and 4
Mrs. Robert Whites third. Mrs.
For an arrangement of leaves
honorable mentions.
Vance Oakes and Mrs. Irving
with a fruR. or vegetable accent,
In the final group were the
Frost — honorable mention.
Airs. MacMullen took first place.
four lighted niches, depicting the
Class VII, called Fledgling -four seasons in the country, with
Mrs. J. S. MacClughan second,
Mrs. M. S. Brooks third, and Farmers was a novice class for Mrs. Wayland Williams winning
there were four honorable men persons never having won blue first for a Fall arrangement, Airs.
ribbons in the Rangeley show, A. Mason Russell second for
tions.
Mrs. A. S. Stephens won a and consisted of garden flower Winter and Mrs. Vance Oakes
blue ribbon, with Mrs. Shelton groups. Mrs. Milton Lisherness third for Summer, and Airs. Nassar Afsaar, honorable mention
for Spring.
Special stage decorating was
Pleasant St.
Open 9 AM
done this year by Percy Ellis and
David Burgess of the Rangeley
GROCERIES - M E A T S - FR U ITS
Lakes Riding Club whose wood
CANNED GOODS
land scene with campfire and
deep woods plants received a tri
Beer & Ale to Take out
color award of distinction for its
FR E SH FISH F R ID A Y S
distinctive originality and beauti
Open Evenings
ful execution.
Judges for the flower show
were: Airs. Charles Eton and Mr.
and Airs. Theodore Paul, all of
Auburn.

Make Mine Country Style”
Theme Of Flower Show

CORNER CUPBOARD

NEW FALL SKIRTS
and
SHAGGY SWEATERS

VACUUM

C LEAN ER

would pour wine on deer meat
(Continued from Page 3)
and ruin the both of them. If it and Airs. E. J. Hennessey, Wake
was me, I ’d pour the jug of wine field, Alass.; Air. and Mrs. George
into me and then cook the meat.”
Robinson, Lyndhurst, N. J.; Mr.
He blew through his pipe and
a miniature shower of loose, wet and Airs. Charles Stevens, Bar
dottle exploded out of the bowl.
bara and Beverly, Syracuse, N.
“I’ll tell you, young feller, what Y.; Charles Sanborn and son,
you want to remember about
cooking outdoors. That’s ‘keep it j Rowley, Mass,
simple’. If you’ve got some good
steaks off a deer, throw ’em in a
smokin’ hot spider. Don’t put no
grease in it, maybe a little salt.
Never mind them garnishments
and stuff; deer meat can stand
on its own. Any good steak can.
“ And that reminds^ me: you

RANGELEY
CLEANERS
Complete
Laundry

(Continued on Page 15)

Guns:

&

(Continued from Page 4)

ingly high velocity rifle of great
killing power.
The 220 Swift is near the top
in this Mass and the .250 Savage
or .257 Roberts with the 87 grain
bullets are also great long-range
rifles of flat-trajectory. A few
other rifles such as the Winches
ter Model 43 comes in two calibres
—.22 Hornet and .218 Bee,' the
Model 1903 Springfield in .30-06
cal., the Winchester Model 70 in
.220 Swift 30-06. Within the last
two years there has been a cou
ple of splendid new Varmit rifles
introduced in the 6 mm caliber.
One is the .243 Winchester and
the other is the .244 Remington.
These two rifles push an 80 grain
bullet out the muzzle at a 3500
foot second speed. The advantage
is minute of angle accuracy out
to 500 yards that means putting a
bullet in a five inch circle at 500
yards consistently. The bullet is
comparitively heavy for its dia
meter ana thus has good wind
bucking ability. It does not drift
as badly a? the “ hot shot” 22s.
These rifles are powerful enough j
for deer or antelope with the 100

Dry Cleaning
Service

Pick-up and Delivery
Tel. 246

■(* 111

HOUSEKEEPING

iM r c h to o o b

COTTAGES

985 ft. shore front. Cottageg to accomodate 2 to 10 people.
Automatic hot water, continuous heat, full bath. Large
cottages have fireplaces. Boats, Motors, Beach, Recreation
area, Boat Launching Ramp.

Mr. and Mrs. Dave Morel

Rangeley, Me.

Tel. 27-3

SALES — SERVICE

The BROOKS SHOP
Main St.

Rangeley

16 NEW’ MODERN LAKESIDE UNITS

Geo. Kesner

YOU TOO

Tel. Rangeley 143

MAIN

Will find that “ Vacationing is a Happy Experience’*
At The

STREET

KENNEBAGO LAKE CLUB

FILLING STATION
VERNON E. STEWART
Accessories
Washing
Greasing
Connecting Units with Kitchens
for Families and Fishermen
Box A, Rangeley Lakes, Mains
Open ALL YEAR

In The
Land of Sweet Flowing Water
One nominal private toll road charge
to guests for entire stay
r e s e r v a t io n s

Mobile Gasoline and Oil
Tires and Batteries
Tel. J71-2

,

Rangeley

FOR THURSDAY EVENING BUFFETS
MUST BE MADE IN ADVANCE
No toll road charge to dinner guests
BUD RUSSELL, President
Tel 130

R A N G E L E Y H IG H L A N D E R — Rangeley, Maine
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ON BALD
MOUNTAIN RD.

To-Ar-Lo

Also staying at TO-AR-LO are
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Shaffer and
Mr. Edward Eisenbise, Reading,
Fishing,
golf,
tennis, and Pa.; and Mr. and Mrs. R. E.
-cook-outs rate high on the list of Stone and family and ‘ ‘Rookie” ,
activities at the camps and hotels Dover, N. II. The Stones enter
on the Bald Mountain road.
tained James and Paul Knowlton,
John Economos and Amos Seveigny, also of Dover, over the
week-end, and still found time to
At BALD MOUNTAIN CAMPS invite one and all to a scrump
last week there was a new and
tious lobster cook-out,
unusual innovation, a “ docktail”
party. The dining room was shut
clown at lunch time and every
one gathered on the dock for
Fishing is the news from
cocktails and a buffet luncheon. WILDWIND this week. Howard
Among the interesting folks Milley of Lynn, Mass, caught four
staying at BALD MOUNTAIN 4 lb. salmon during his two week
this week are the Ernest Gold stay here, and Henry Deigel of
stein family of Austin, Texas. Mr. Haworth, N. J. has caught a
whole slue of beauties; the larg
Goldstein recently won a Ford
est of these going 4 lbs. Mean
Foundation grant, and will leave while the Demhskis of Worces
for Europe with his family on ter, Mass, have had such luck
August 29th. They will spend a that they’re giving fish to the
year abroad while Mr. Goldstein less fortunate WILDWIND an
writes a bock.
glers.
Also registered at WILDWIND
Also registered at B A L D are Mr. and Mrs. H. Sherwood,
MOUNTAIN are Mr. and Mrs. Al North Babylon, N. Y.; Dr. and
fred Moses of Washington, D. C. Mrs. J. Siris, Greak Neck. N. Y.;
Everyone has been enjoying the and Mr. and Mrs. Smith, Wollas
pianistics
provided
by
Mrs. ton, Mass.
Moses. Then there are Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Hess, Jr,, Rydal, Pa.;
Mp. and Mrs. Joseph Hillman and
At ANTLERS badminton and
family, Harrison, N. Y.; and Mr.
volley ball have been popular
and Mrs. Barton Kramer, Haver sports, and the guests have been
hill, Mass., and their guests, Mr. having considerable luck fishing
and Mrs. David Tye, Newtonville, from the dock.
Mass.; and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Yesterday Richard Morecroft
of Melrose, Mass, took off on a
Clifton, New York City.
fishing trip to Aziscoos Lake.
Charley Papanti of Canton, From there he planned to go by
Mass., 'who's staying at TO-AR- boat to Parmachenee camping out
LO, report.3 that he’s caught over night.
teveral 3 pound salmon, but he’s
Meanwhile back at C A M P
liot satisfied. He's waiting for ANTLERS are Mr. and Mrs. Al
that pounder to top his 6 lb. lan Gallant, Rumford; Mr. and
Mrs. Nelson Gallant, Barrington,
lunlter that he caught last year.
Milton Sohedivy of Little Fer R. I.; Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Con
ry, N. J. Is back at TO-AR-LO over, Rosemont, Pa; Mrs. More
croft and Steve and Dave; Mr.
for his fifth year. Milton’s visit and Mrs. Paul Gallien, Upper
was preceded by a visit from his j Montclair, N. J.; Mr. and Mrs.
boss, Mr. Carl Swenson of Hiils- I Bernard de Gant, and Cecelia and
dale, N. J., who, with his family |John, Lnrchmont, N. Y.; Mr. and
and friends, spent a busy two Mrs. John Annable, Massena,
days fishing on Mooselook. This ! N. Y.; and Mr. and Mrs, Halph
party of 11 made quite a hustle Jenkins and daughter Heather
and her friend, Linda Daye, of
in the TO-AR-LO dining room.
Long Sault, Ontario.

Bald Mtn. Camps

Wildwind

Antlers

Rangeley Lakes

Barker
Highjinks ran high at the
BARKER this week. On Saturday
night everyone gathered in the
casino and put on an impromptu
vaudeville night. Dressed in In
dian headgear the Klau family
sang a lament concerning their
sad plight. Before the Gimbel
family moved to BARKER the
Klaus were top dog, but now,
alas, prestige Is gone. Pat and
Pam, twin daughter sof Colonel

SADDLE

HORSES

TITCOMB'S DAIRY
WELCOMES YOU W ITH
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pasturized Milk
Homogenized Milk
Heavy Cream
Light Cream
Buttermilk
Cottage Cheese

•
•
*
•
•

Chocolate Drink
Skim Milk
Eggs
Frnit Cocktail
Orange Jnice

Farmington

and Mrs. Gimbel, also gave a
song and the Mrs. Morris, Alex
ander and Tausig wiggled a mean
hula. Everyone took part in the
sougs and skits, and everyone
agreed it was a grand evening of
fun,
Registered at BARKER this
week are Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Vogel and Mr. and Mrs. H. Rosenbloom, New York City; Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Bakerman. Brookline,
Mass.; Mrs. William Oppenheim,
Scarsdale, N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Cohen, Jackson Hgts.,
N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Kline, Swamscott, Mass.; Dr. and
Mrs. Morris Zucker, B r o i l x,
N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs. Willis Steiuitz, Oceanside, N. Y.; Mrs. Har
ry Driben, Wollaston, Mass.; Mr.
and Mrs. 1. H. Morrell, St. Lau
rent, Qu<§.; Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Ruby, Montreal; Mr. and Mrs. S.
Randolph, Mt. Kisco, N. Y .; Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Fraker, San Fran
cisco, Cal.; and Mr. and Mrs.
William Goldstein, White Plains,
n. y.

Saddleback
Lake Lodge
Saddleback Lake Lodge has
been under the direction of Monett
Robbins for 25 years. During this
quarter of a century, it has taken
on some of the aspects of an insti
tution. One of these aspects is the
point of having a good number of
long-time customers as well as
long-time employees. In this con
nection, we can mention Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Stepp as customers.
The Stepps have been guests at
Saddleback since 1939, 20 years
ago. An employee who has been
long faithful is Mrs. Hal Ellis who
has been working at Saddleback
for 18 years.
Monday evening the guests at
Saddleback were entertained by
the lecture and movies of Christo
pher King, traveler, lecturer and
college professor of English. Mi\
King’s subject was Views and Vignetts of the Sierras.

Sam-O-Set

Guests include, Mr. and Mrs.
Saul Wald and Kevin Geller of
Dorchester, Mass., Mr. and Mrs.
James Crowley of Madison, N.J.,
Mr. and Mrs. Peter S. Clem and
Mr. and Mrs. George Smith of
Webster, Mass. Mr. and Mrs. John
Trumbour of Hamilton, N.J.; Mr.
and Mi'S. Richard Carpenter of
Manchester, N.H., Mr. and Mrs.

Vernon, N. H., and Mr. and Mrs,.
Raymond Christopher and party
of Cumberland, R. I.
Donuy Simpson,
Birchwood
chore boy, has his own boat and
has been taking the guests out
water skiing.
Bruce Birner, 9
years old, has been having a won
derful time catching fish off the'
Birchwood dock.

Lakeview Cabins

Some long time guests at Lakeview are back again this week.
They are Mr. and Mrs. John Veuditto and daughter Patricia, Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Namariello and
Mrs. Lillian Pillsbury of Quin two children and Mr. and Mrs.
cy, Mass, and her sister Mrs. Tony Sangentio and 2 children,
Frank Livingston of Norwood, all of New York City. And what
Mass., boih sisters of Henry have they teen doing? According
Pratt of Rangeley were guests at to owner Paul Ellis, they have
Birchwood Cottages this week. been playing croquet night and
Margaret Pillsbury, daughter of day. It seems that John wants to
■Mrs. Lillian Pillsbury and five know if Joe is ever going to pay
of Mrs. Pillsbury’s grandchildren him the 13tf owed from last
accompanied the party. Mrs. Pills
year’s games.
bury was for years dining room
hostess at Pickford’s Camps.
The first of the English Colo

Birchwood News

Other guests include Mr. and
Mrs. Peter Bedarck and daughter
of Pompton Lakes, N. J., Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Cutter of Mount

nies in America to build a ship,
a church and a block house was
the colony now the state of
Maine.

Haley
Beauty Salon
All Branches of
Beauty Culture

Permanent Waving
POND ST.
Rangeley
T el 68

Hair Tinting

FRED WELCH, CONTRACTOR
“ Houses designed and built for
our climate”
(Cabinet W ork a Specialty)
BUILDING MATERIALS
AVAILABLE
Estimates Upon Request
T el 112-11

RUSSELL'S MOTOR
CAMPS
“ A vacation for the entire family”

* Fishing
* Boating
* Amusements
8 /4 mile to the town of Rangeley

^

ALPINE GARDENS SKI SHOP, INC.
GIFTS
MOCCASINS

Tel. 4959

•

N o wolfing while born*
ers warm up. You get
instant flame at peak
heat at the flick of a
finger.

Hardware Since 1800

THE RANGELEY INN
We Invite You To Try Our
DINING ROOM

or our
COFFEE SHOP
Excellent Food and
LEO DOUCETTE at the Organ and Piano ,

MODEftN CAS SERVICE “ ANYWHEtl**'

JOHN H. MILES

Cocktails with LEO'S Music Evenings
Rangeley

W.P. Eggert and Norm and Wen
dy of No. Grafton, Mass., Mr.
and Mrs. P. Pac and Kathy and
Tom of Kensington, Conn., Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Schofield of
Newington, Conn. Mr. and Mrs.
Benjamin Goldberg of Philadel
phia, Pa., Mr. and Mrs. Stephen
Mills of Watertown, Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Ragier of Auburn, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Lebeon of
Englewood, N.J., Mr. and Mrs.
Alan Landemer of New York and
Dr. nad Mrs. C.F. Kempton of No.
Reading. Mass.

Oquossoc, Maine

Horseshoes, badminton and ber
ry pickin arc the forms of relax
ation which take up most of the
time of guests at Sam-O-Set
Camps this week. There are no
reports available at this time on
scores at the games nor the numb
er of gallons of red raspberries
picked.

J. A. RUSSELL & CO.

t!ain St.

August 13, 1959

Tel. 49

Rangeley

Tel. 261

*

MINERALS

R an geley’ s Second Ski Shop

Kennebago
Lake Club
The air is still and warm. A
cricket sings in the grass some
where in the dark. Lights are
shining brightly from the lounge
©f Kennebago. Lake Club and the
sound of laughter drifts out as
we step on the veranda. We are
trying to get a taste of life at
Kennebago Lake Club on the
shores of beautiful Kennebago
Lake.
In the spacious lounge a dozenor-so guests and Buddy and Ooie
Russell, owners of KLC, are
talking and chattering away like
all the members of a big family
who have come home again. Bud-

dy and Ooie invite us to sit down.
It is pleasant to relax for a while.
The conversation goes on. Three
off-duty waitresses in shorts and
sweat shirts drift through the
room. One is the daughter of a
couple to our left who have come
to vacation at Kennebago Lake
Club and to visit their daughter
as well. It is all very informal
and cheeiie. There is some dis
cussion of an innocent appearing
pink drink called a “ Kennebago
Special” which Buddy mixed. The
concensus is « that it is the
prettiest dynamite ever devised.
Ten o’clock approaches and some
of the guests begin making mo
tions toward retiring to their
cabins along the path. With some
“ joke” about the effects of
“ Kennebago Specials” , which is
an effort to follow the old vau
deville admonition to “ always
leave them laughing” , we excuse
ourselves to leave. Then follows
the four mile drive through the
deep woods, looking out on every j
hand for signs of wild game. We I
saw a deer, three rabbits and a I
fox, a pleasant ending to a very
pleasing evening.

Hale & Hearty At Age 91

Guests Stay Over

TO -AR -LO
(On Mooselookmeguntic)

Fishing — Vacationing
AMERICAN PLAN OR
HOUSEKEEPING
Boats and Motors
G U ID E

Small Dinner Parties
by Reservations
ART and LORENE FOLSOM
Oquossoc, Maine
Tdl. Rangeley 9 6-11

Many of the guests at North
Camps have stayed oyer this
week include Mr. and Mrs. W. T.
Jones, West Hartford, Conn.;
Mr. and Mrs. George Pistorius of
Easton, Pa.; Mr. and Mrs. Ed
ward Hastings of Westwood, N.
J.; Mr. and Mrs. J. Grenard of
Warwick, R. I.; Mr. and Mrs. Q.
E. Grenard of Richmond, Va.;
and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Mit
chell of Miami, Fla.

A N D E R S O N 'S
next to the post office

Souvenirs
Sundries
Films — Cameras
Magazines — Newspapers
Vacation Needs
Timex Watches
Featuring Page & Shaw Candies

LAKESIDE

LODGE and COTTAGES
Modern Rustic Housekeeping
COTTAGES
BOX 80, RANGELEY, ME,
TEL. 21'2.1

S Q U I R R E L ’S

Austin Hogan of Cambridge,
Mass, in research that they hope
will produce something new in fly
patterns for Atlantic Salmon.
Omar is a believer in a small fly
for Atiantics and they are trying
to work out some patterns that
are true to the environment for
certain rivers in New Brunswick.
Omar has one now that is pretty
good, (which hasn’t been named
yet), but they are still experi
menting. They are trying to pro
duce something that will have
the same luminosity in water as
certain kinds of natural food found
in those streams.
Guests at Needham’s are Mr.
and Mrs. C. E. Fitzsimmons and
son of Keene, N. H.; Mrs. Mable
Parker of Cranston, R. I.; Mr.
Edwin Drew of West Stewartstown, N. H.; Mr. and Mrs. Bruce
Wark of Ellington, Conn.; Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred B. Gordon ond two
boys of Scituate, Mass., and Mr.
Arthur Tho?npson of Chester, N.J.
Mr. Gordon is a famous cat
hunter who has hunted bob cats
all over the country. Dwight Lan
der, Stratton Game Warden has
been training some of his dogs
for him.

Rangeley s Oldest Citizen

North Camps

RANGELEY
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Rod Brackett swings a lusty
scythe at 91.
Rod Brackett took his scythe
to show us how he keeps the
weeds mown and cleans up the
corners of his little' hay field
after the mowing machine. This

in itself would not be remark
able except for the fact that he
has been doing this for a little
over 80 years. On October 31st
1959 Rod Brackett will be Q2
years old. This makes him Ranialey’s oldest citizen. He now has
the gold headed cane which is
the possession of the oldest citi
zen in town. These canes were
presented to the elder citizens of
most of the towns in New Eng
land about fifty years ago by the
now defunct B o s t o n
Post.
Through the years the cane has
been given to each eldest mem
ber of the community in succes
sion.
Rod Brackett was born one of
a familv of fourteen to Mr. and
Mrs. Elias Brackett in Dallas
Plantation, 92 years ago this fall.
Only one of the brothers and sis
ters is alive. This is Sampson
Brackett of Phillips who Is now
nearly 80. Mrs. Rod Brackett,
who was 80 last June, was Ag
nes Ross, before her marriage.
She is a sister to Gail Ross,
Kennebago Bob Says
James Ross and Fred Ross of
Phillips. Mr. and Mrs. Rod Hack- ‘Buy Saddleback Sharesf
ett have been married 64 years.
They were married May 25th
1895. They have had seven chil
dren of which 3 are living. Owen,
Lola and Switzer.

FLETCHER'S
SPORT SHOP

(Continued on Page 10)

Fisherman’s Equipment

Fish Still Biting
Sky and Lake Motel At Needham's
The dining room at Sky and
Lake will be the scene of a great
deal of activity this week. Satur
day afternoon, the Squire Rangeley Club will meet there for a
buffet dinner and speeches. Gov.
Clauson will be a guest speaker.
Monday evening the Stratton
Lions Club will hold a regular
meeting at the Motel. Mrs. Dor
othy Fuller reports a full house
at the motel.

V&rrill's Deluxe
The. attendance of the guests at
Verrill’s Deluxe Cabins at the
water carnival last Sunday was
not very good because they could
n’t tear themselves away from a
one man water show' put on by
one of the guests at Verrill’s. This
man apparently was a trick acro
batic diver who went through his
paces fully clothed on the diving
board at Verrill’s pool.
Guests at Verrill’s include Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Smith, West
brook. Me., and Mr. and Mrs. El
mer Hall, the first guest the Verrills had in the newly opened Verrill’s Deluxe Cabins establishment
many years ago. The Halls come
back regularly.

COM PLETE

Omar Needham can always
count on the water at his door
step to furnish some fish when
ever necessary, it seems. This last
week he brought Stanley Ballin,
who is staying at The Barker over
to Quimby Pond. From 3 pm to 6
Mr. Ballin caught and kept 4 fish
from 114 to 234 pounds and re
leased 5 good keepers up to a
pound in weight.
Omar is cooperating with artist

STOCK

Pendleton Sportswear
for
Men and Women
Bass Footwear
GRUMMAN CANOES
in stock
Free Fishing Information
MAIN ST.
RANGELEY

RANGELEY VALLEY GARAGE
A l i m
^

Q A D V
D V /U I

— Straightening
— DuPont Duco Refinishing

Socony Products
General Repairs

Phone 263
HALEY POND CAMPS
Complete for Housekeeping
Errol Wentzell, Prop.

Tel. 126

NEST
Brownie
Christmas Cards
Unusual Gifts
M A IN E
GEMS AND
M IN E R A L S
Great Assortment to
Look Over

“You are heartily welcome to visit us”
Next to the Post Office
RANGELEY

B & E MOTOR EXPRESS
* * *
Home Office;

SKY AND LAKE MOTEL
Dining Room & Cocktail Lounge

Next to Golf Course
For Reservations, Call Rangeley 259

♦‘Thank you’s” aremore

Auburn, Maine
10 Knight St.

Phone 2-6181 and 2-1008
Call Stations :
R an geley — 68
• R arm ington — 4690
L iverm ore T a l l a — 7-3461
P ortla n d — S P ruc* f-8 3 5 7
B ath — H ighland 8 -2 6 2 2
R ock la n d — 3004

7T

i|

in your own voice.
a

|

Do you ?, for a gift or for
S S ? 1 call ’$ £ ^ 4

someone

$

oil day Sunday- 1 p “ '

MIWVENGIAND TELEPHONE AND TEIEGRAPH COMPANY
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that she couldn’t remember all of
them. These names speak for
themselves as to the love and
j sympathy that has brought so
many people together under one
room. Among them were Clarence
Meade who iived with the Brack
etts ior 8 years, Monica and Ed
mund Morrison IV2 years. Monica
is now Mrs Carl Wheeler. Jack
; and Joe Seeley 1 year, Lawrence
Green 8 years, Zella Hinkley 6
years, John “Jerry’f Brackett
j from the time he was 9 months
old until he was married, the
children of Charlie Stevens 2 sum
mers, the three Mosley boys Ray,
Lester and Fay several summers,
Bobby Livingston, 6 summery,
Billy Hoar 3 years, Jean Brackett
8 years and Micky Powers from 9
months until he married. Micky
is now employed by the Rangeley
Trust Co.
Mrs. Red Brackett also said
“ and many grand children." Be
side Mary Ann Nile who is living
with Mr. and Mrs. Rod Brackett
now, two grandchildren Elvin
Brackett 10 yrs. and Wade Lee
Brackett of Phillips •are staying
with their grandparents for the
summer.
At age 91 and 80, it must be
said inat Mr. and Mrs. Rod Brack
ett love children.

TRAVELERS ON ROUTE 4 AND U.S. 2 ! I
You are at the GATEWAY to the

R A N G E LEY
LAKES
(MOUNTAIN)

VACATION

where its

PATRONIZE THESE ADVERTISERS ON ROUTES 2 and 4

MOTEL

INELAND

_

APPROUVED

Routes 4, 100 and U.S. 202

1 Mile South Of Auburn, Me.
Units 1 to 5 Persons

Tile Bath - TV - Controlled Heat

SO U VE N IR S

N O V E LT IE S

GIFTS

CEDARCRAFT
G IFT SHOP

Rangeley Co. "D"
Arrives At Fort Dix

Farmington, Maine

St. Route 4 — U.S. 2

FACTORY
OUTLET for
w i l t o

M, M

a i n e

Wilton, Maine
OUTDOOR FOOTWEAR
Some Rejects and Cancellations

tJ

h

U

'l

One of Maine’s B ETTE R Restaurants
Farmington, Maine
HOURS 7 A. M. to 9 P. M.

M A IN ST.

Hidden Acres
Dairy Bar
Rt. 4—y 2 Mile North of Farmington
Lunches — Fountain Service —
Hand Packed Ice Cream

PARKVIEW SERVICE STATION
GAS - OIL - B A T TE R IE S - W A S H IN G
LU B R IC A TIO N

M obil

GEORGE A. YEA-TON, Prop.

FARMINGTON, MAINE
PHONE 9831
“ OPPOSITE COURT H 0U 3E??

TRECARTIN'S PHARMACY
Phillips, Main©

DANCING AT THE MADRID BARN

SAT. NIGHTS
MADRID STORE
7 Days a Week
8 A.M. — 10 P.M.
Open during and after the Dance, Sat.

The 150 yard freestyle race at the Water Carnival won by
Skip Hendricks of Waya-Awi. Dave Summerfield was second
and Desi Cscngor third by a splash.

Oldest Cit.
(Continued from Page 9)
Farmed, in Dallas
Rod Brackett has always been
a faimer and to this day says
he likes it better than anything
else. Rod took his bride Agnes, to
live where Robert Bean now lives
on the Dallas Hill road and lived
there untii 1913. From there they
moved to the Gull Pond Farm now
owned by Page Sharp, where they
lived for 35 years before moving
to Rangeley Village.
Farming in this northern moun
tain region, has never been easy
and Mr;. Brackett- says it was
always necessary for Rod to work
out to keep things going. They did
general farming, raising cows,
sheep and hogs. They farmed
about 50 acres to potatoes, oats
and barley. Mrs. Brackett tells of
cooking tiie barley to feed the
hogs. Barley is too hard to digest
unless it is cooked or ground. In
those days the woman’s work was
not confined strictly to the house.
Mrs. Brackett has given us a poem
cut from a newspaper many years
ago which she says describes per
fectly a farm woman’s life fifty
years ago. It is called “Grand
mother’s Day."
Grandmother on a winter’s day
milked the cows and fed them
hay. slopped the hogs, saddled
the mule and got the children
off to school; did a washing,
mopped the floor, washed the
windows and did some chores;
cooked a dish of. homedried
fruits, pressed her husband's
Sunday suit; swept the parlor,
made the beds, baked a dozen
loaves of bread, split some fire
wood and lugged in enough to
fill the kitchen bin; cleaned the
lamps and put in oil, stewed
some apoles that she thought
would spoil, churned the butter,
baked a cake, then exclaimed
“for heaven’s sake, the calves
have got out of the pen”—went
out and chased them in again;
gathered eggs and locked the
stable, back to the house and
set the table, cooked a supper
that was delicious, and after
ward washed up all the dishes;

fed the cat and sprinkled the
clothes, mended a basketball of
hose—then opened the organ
and began to play, “ When You
Come to the End of a Perfect
Day'.
“I know. I have been through
the mill and I know that's right,”
is the way Mrs. Rod Brackett de
scribed this poem. The long win
ters made it necessary for the
farmer to go to the logging camps
to keep tilings going. This ac
counted partly for the necessity of
the wife doing a lot of the farm
work or “chores” in W'inter. Rod
always took his four horse team
to the woods. He spent several
winters hauling long logs out of
Reddington.
A 11 Expandable Family

Perhaps the most remarkable
aspect of the Rod Brackett fam
ily is the number of people who
have lived in it.

The officers and men of the 76lh
Division ( T r a i n i n g ) , United
States Army Reserve, reported at
Fort Dix, N. J. , at 5:00 p.m. to
day for the start of their annual
two-week period of active duty
training.
Under the provisions of the re
cent Reserve reorganization, the
76th and its attached units must
be prepared to mobilize, move in
to an Army training center, and
undertake the training of troops
for combat whenever the national
defense may need an augmented
fighting force. As a major trianing installation of the United
States First Army., Fort Dix will
provide maximum facilities and
experienced personnel to assist
the members of the 76th in put
ting into practice the job special
ties and skills learned in classes
at weekly meetings throughout
the year.
Among the units of the 417th
Regiment of tne 76th are units
from Rangeley and other North
ern New England communities.
Reports on the progress and wel
fare of the men from Rangeley
will be carried by the RANGELEY
HIGHLANDER as received from
Fort Dix. Friends and relatives
who wish to correspond with Re
servists during this summer en
campment should address mail as
follows:
Reservist’s rank, name,
serial number
Unit to which Reservist is
assigned

Mrs. Brackett says that since
her first child started to school
in 1906 she does not believe
there has been 3 w'eeks during a
school term, that she did not have
a child going to school from her
417th Regiment (BCT).
house. The latest in this long and
76th Division (Training)
illustrious Jine is Mary Ann Nile
16 years old who has been with
Fort Dix, N. J.
In
the event of emergency at
the Bracketts since she was three.
home,
the proper procedure for
Mrs. Brackett said there were so
the expedient return of any memmany of them that she was afraid
( Continued on Page 15)

GREENVALE COVE
CAMPS
Open from Iceout to Oct. 1
Fishing, lloating, Swimming, Recreation
Modern Housekeeping at Sawlns
in Famous JfJreenvale Cove

RANGELEY, MAINE

DAGMAR'S SHOP
GIFTS
Saddleback Road
Rangeley'* First Sk! Shop

Ph. 221
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North Camps
A place for a relaxing vacation
Water Sports, Tennis, Fishing
Comfortable Cabins with Fireplaces
Housekeeping or Amer'C&u Plan

Rangeley

E. F. Gibson

ing, water skiing, and enjoying
cookouts. On Tuesday David
Brown celebrated his birthday
with ice cream and cake for all.
Lon Brown had an assist from
one of his guests who is a sign
painter and now the BROWN
IE’S CAMPS boats have the
name lettered boldly on their
sides.
Staging at BROWNIE’S are
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Haff,
Hempstead, N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs.
Gordon Thibodeau, Bloomfield,
Conn.; Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Lussier, Hartford, Conn.; Mr. and
Mi's. Frank Searles, N. Bellmore,
N. I.; and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Piantoni, Brockton. Mass.

Piazza Rock
Discovered

POODLE SYMPHONY

The Edward Addlesons and the
Errol Wentzells set out on a
hiking trip this week and “ dis
covered” Piazza Rock, (we knew
it was there all the time.) At any
rate, they report that it is an im
pressive piece of stone jutting out
just off the Appalachian Trail.
Errol made the kids some moose
ma*le whistle’s to bring hack as
souvenirs.
Errol also prepared one of his
famous cook-outs for 16 guests
at Haley Pond Camps last week.
‘ • ‘ ■
■
*
.VThe party was in honor of the
13th birthday of the twin sons of
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Addleson of
One of the pastimes o f the Rangeley Region i* watching the
Roslyn/ N. Y. Who were here on
bears. The big fellow was snapped b y Mel Jack,
a visit. Another birthday was cel
ebrated during the week —• the
10th of Gilman Healey, son of
Mr. and Mrs Waldo Healey, Glas
tonbury, Mass. And to complete
Down at WESTSHORE LODGE the roster for the week at Haley
Pond Camps, are the Walter
everyone is taking it easy. The
Grossmans of Belmont, Mass.
kids have been playing in the

JEAN'S
Beauty Shop

On Route 17

lodge and the older folks have
been playing cards and scouring
the shores for driftwood. Back
at WESTSHORE for their 11th
A big steak and lobster cook
year are Mrs. E. M. Ierardi and
out was held this last week at
her children of Cheshire, Conn.
Phil Perry’s Sagamore Lodge on
Mrs. Ierardi is the daughter of
Quimby Pond. About 30 people at
Leo Taylor of Oquossoc.
tended. What with tennis, clock
Also at W ESTSHORE are Mr. golf, hiking, boating, swimming
and
Mrs. Mel Gleckman
and and horseback riding at Percey
Rangeley
Lakes
Riding
daughter, Brighton, Mass.; Mr. Ellis’
and Mrs. Stuart Hays, Dumont, Club, the crowd had appetites to
N. J.; Mr. and Mrs. Jack Kelts, match the mountains of food.
Guests at Sagamore include Mr.
Bergenfield, N. J.; Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Goldburg,
Philadelphia, and Mrs. Jim McCIushion of RussPa.; and Mr. and Mrs. Reuben port, Ohio, return again after four
years during which they spent
Levine, Corona, N. Y.

Cookout At
Sagamore

For Appointments
Call 83
Closing Sat. at 1 P.M.

At BROW NIE’S CAMPS
the
guests have been mountain climb-

At Skowhegan Fair
The Maine motto is “ dirigo,”
Six poodles that sing-----dance
....s p e a k and in addition, all are meaning ‘I guide.”
The state bird of Maine is the
unique in that they have dyed fur
either of white, pink, black or chickadee, and the state flower
blue. Sally and Joe Novelle own is the pine cone and tassel.
these poodles and you can see
them when they appear at Skow
hegan State Fair nightly fi'om
M A IN E ’S B IG BLU E
August 17 to August 22. The
Poodle Smyphony will enchant
R IBB O N E V E N T
you as they have enchanted audi
ences all over the country.
The Novelle’s put their clever
little charges through their paces
with the greatest of ease — six
poodles dancing with six d o lls.. . .
they have a large collection of
stunts which have made them a
favorite in a score of cities
throughout the United States.
They are the most beautifully
groomed,
most excellently well
trained, and most hilariously fun
ny canines whose unusual talents
will amuse and amaze you.
The personnel are:
Paullette,
Marline, Cherie, Susette, Jolie
and Pierre.

Kennebago Bob Says
‘ Buy Saddleback Shares’
some vacations abroad; Mr. and
Mrs. Max Holzer of Westbury,
L. I., N. Y .; Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Blesser of Middlebury, Conn.; Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Tresnak
and
daughter Victoria of Glen Ridge,
N. J, with Mrs. Tresnak’s parents,
Mr. and Mrs Albert Bakerman
of Brooklyn, N. Y .; Mr. and Mrs.
G. S. Fay of Chicopee Falls,
Mass.; 'D r. and Mrs. Andrew F.
Turano and
family of Middle*
town, Conn, and Mr. and Mrs. R.
Ward of Rutherford, N. J.

NEEDHAM'S

WState
Harness
Horse Racing
daily, Aug. 15 thru Aug. 22.
Post time 2 p.m.

Autocapades
Super automotive Thrill Show
featuring glamorous girl stuut
performers and sedan shot from
world’s largest steel cannon. 2
performances Sat. nite, Aug.
15th 8:00 p.m. Sunday after
noon, Aug. 16 at 2:80 o’clock.

Miss Maine
Vacationland
Contest. $1,000 cash award to
winner. Mon. and Tues. nites
following regular stage show.
£

Grange

X
H

4-H Club
P. F. A.

J

Home Arts and Crafts

T
S

QUIMBY POND Camps
(American Plan)

VERRILL'S DELUXE CABINS

Aquacircus

* Horseshoes
* Children’s Play Area
(Swings, Slide, Sand Pile,
“ Bucking Bronco” )

B E G . G U ID E
Rangeley, M aine

Newly Renovated 1958
HOUSEKEEPING
and
OVERNIGHT
LA W N GAMES — SANDY BEACH
Tel. 8-2
Paul Ellis, Manager

Starling beautiful Manhattan
Rockets and famed Aquabelles.
Nitely August 17 thru August
22 with the —
* Disappearing Water Ballet
* Poodle Symphony
* Ladd Lyon
* Rudi Sisters
* Lola Dobritch
* Idnr Trio
* The 4 Goetschis
* High and Fancy Diving

RIDDLE'S PHARMACY

S

* Boats on two lakes

LAKE VIEW CABINS

* Good place for children to
fish from shore
* 22 Rifle Range

M,

W ATER SPORTS —
GOLFING — TENNIS 6H UFFLEB0ARD —
RIDING ACADEMY
Near by
All
Modern Conveniencet

R EX A ll

Newspapers

S

Souvenirs

FOUNTAIN and LUNCHEONETTE

20 Years With Duncan Hines*

Rangeley Lakes Region,

Rangeley Lakes, Me.

Maine

a

Dairy and Beef Cattle
Draft Horse
Pony
Rabbit
Sheep
Flower
Wild Life
Farm Machinery

Draft Horse Pulling
Oxen Pulling

Children's Day

W H ITM AN ’S CANDIES

(Reservations for Meals by Appointment)
Telephone 110-3

H
/-j

w

Prescription Specialists

EXCELLENT FOOD

A A A Approved

Musical Revue

P L Y CASTIN G LE SSO N S G IV E N
(O p e n fo r H u n tin g )
Tel. 13-9

* Softball

Verrill's Deluxe Cabins ^

89 Years
Same Management

and

BOATS

* Archery

Commercial and Industria
Cooked and Canned Food
Combined

ROD & TACKLE SHOP
R ep airin g — Custom M ade B am boo R ods

* Swimming Pool
with Diving Board
* Two Shuffle Courts
* Badminton
* Croquet

Women’s JEst. Assn.

I
B

Tel. 61

Monday, Aug. 17 — children
under 16 admitted FREE

King Reid's Mile
Long Midway
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AUNT

JO ’S

Vacation tim e...
or any tim e...
your total food
bill is less at

NOTEBOOK
RAIN, RAIN GO A W A Y !
For the past hour I ’ve been
staring at the typewriter while
the (whisper it) "rain” plops like
nervous fingers on my tiled roof.
It’s not that I have anything
against the typewriter, mind you,
but at this point I’m a trifle nerv
ous about my choice of subject
matter. Last week I wrote, or
rather bragged, about the sun
shine, and what happened. We got
rain. This week I hardly dare
mention a specific subject, for fear
it will explode, evaporate, or just
plain go hay W'ire. I’m beginning
to suspect I may have latent po
wers along the witchcraft line, but
dam it all, I can’t find a spell to
unhex this rain. Until I can find
the right incantation, I guess
you’ll all just have to grin and
bear it.

through the Browsing Shop in
Farmington? If you’re interested
in old things, that place is positiv
ely fascinating.

FR ESH P O m T s A L E T ^

As I write this, I’m beginning
to feel that a rainy day is some
thing worthwhile. It’s a chance
to break the routine and do some
thing just a little bit different.
So, don’t wail when the sky clob
bers up; use your ingenuity and
enjoy those grand rainy days,
they're what you make af them.
Now, just look at that. I ’ve
done it again. All this talk of
rain, and there’s the sun peeking
through with enough blue sky to
make the Dutchman’s breetches.
But hexes or no, it’s not the
weather that’s to blame if we’re
bored and blue, as it’s up to us to
make the most of every day. And
just like today, if we’re busy as
But what can you do on a rainy bees In clover time on a rainy
day? Well, I might mention that day, the sun will shine all the

Now af its very best — lean, tender, white meated sweet cuts

Pork Roast

7

Rib Cut

LB i

i$c

P o rk Com bination “ £7 “ 4 3 c
Chine R o a st
LB 53c
Lean, Meaty Loin End

Smoked Butts

LB

Le^n, No Bone, No Waste

(Wo Reserve the Right to L

Quantities)

59c

aeAhnnnAnnnnnniwinnAAHmvin/

With these quick
Summer Meals —
Save Kitchen Time,
Save C a sh !

there are a heap of good books sooner.
Aunt Jo (Pollyanna)
at the library that you’ve proba
bly been meaning to read. There’s
nothing cozier on a soggy day
than a fire in the fireplace, and
an interesting book. The kids?
How about setting them to mak
ing a scrapbook of all the things
The "N o Vacancy” sign is out
they’ve seen and done during
their vacation. They can cut pic at Badger’* Dodge Pond Camps
tures out of all those magazines this week with many of the "old
that you’ve been meaning to timers” back for
their annual
throw out, and it will be some
visit. As far as activities go its
thing they can show their teach
ers when they get back to school. “ the same old thing” according
If that doesn’t appeal, how to host Frank Badger, with card
about inviting someone in for a games the popular evening rec
cook-in supper. Just like those reation.
cook-outs you’ve been enjoying
Among the new arrivals are
only you use your indoor fire
place instead of that out door one. W AC Majors Claire Tennison and
One of my pet cook-in dishes is Margaret Owen,
Ft. McClellan,
hamburgers. Place a thick slice Ala.;
Mr. and Mrs.
Wlnthrop
of onion on one side of the hamWinslow, Coventry Ctrv R. I;
burg patty, and a slice of tomato
on the other side. Wrap in double Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Fowle and
layer of foil, seal it up good and family, Winchester, Mass.; Mr.
toss it into those red hot coals. and Mrs. Henry Ludeke, YardThey’ll be done in six to ten min ley, Pa.; Mr. and Mrs. Robert
utes, and are they good.
Pickens, Arlington, N . J.; Mrs.
Townsend
Cox, and Mrs. Charles
Then there are always games.
Howr about charades. I ’ll bet you Seltzer. Mofylan, Pa.; Mr. and
haven’t played that in years. Or M rs, Robert Peabody, Marineyou could do a bit of sight seeing. head, Mass.; Mona Frankenhoff,
There’s the Oxford Paper Co. Scarsdale, N. Y .;
Natalie Wrigin Rumford. They have a tour
arena and Marie Heide, Boston,
that's not only interesting, but
it's educational as well. Or you Mass.; Howard Golbek, Fresno,
could ride up over the Arnold Cal.; Mr. and Mrs. H. Kenneth
Trail;
see the Cathedral Pines, Fish, Lexington, Mass.; Mr. and
and on into Megantic in Canada. Mrs. W . J. Davidson and family,
It just might not be raining there. Needham, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs.
Then too there are a number of
Leroy Kinnice and family, Old
interesting
shops
to
browse
Greenwich, Conn.; and Mr. and
through right around Rangeley,
J,
Raineault,
Fairfield,
and speaking of browsing — have Mrs.
any of you ladies rummaged Conn.

SO U PS — Veg., Vegetarian, Celery, Pee, Pepper Pot

Campbell's

4 3 ? 53c

FINAST - Psa, Red Kidney, Yellow Eye

Baked Beans 2 *

CANS**

49c

1 LB
CAN

19c

FINAST -

Brown Bread

Famous Colt

- Jumbo

29c
Tomatoes

Siza — Juicy, Ptnk Meat
Vine Ripened, Sweet,

HEAT & EAT SPECIALS

Full House
At Badger's

Cantaloupes

Fresh, Juicy Ripe —

19c
Carrots

A lw ays a Summer Salad

CELLO

Favorite

PKG

Crisp, Crunchy Serve in Salads,

AN D MEAT BALLS

Che? Spaghetti

CAN

51c

{ LB 8 os
CAN

44c

2 LB8 os

BEEF STEW

Dinty Moore

Delicious in Stews
or Creamed

2 is? 23c

■amunuumu

BAKERY BUYS!

nnfvwvwi

Italian Bread 2
39c
36c Marble Cake
Libby Hash
each 33c
HEAT B EAT FROZEN FOOD SPECIALS Sponge Layers
5* 29c
S? 35c
B
Pnaroninnmna
Swift's
59c Cinnamon Buns
LOAVES

CO RN ED BEEF

15V» os
CAN

FRIED CH ICKEN

10 os
PKO

D O RAN N FARMS - PO TA TO ES

Delmonico

2

Wot
PKGI

39c

of 4

W AFFLES

Downyflake 2

FINAST

FACIAL

S O HANDY - JUST HEAT

Bella Pizzarettes

Vacation Special!

PKGf
of 6

39c
29c

White or Colored
Strong — Absorbent

TISSUES
£

BOXES

$ f.0 0

of 400

Summertime Cookie Specials!

HEAT 8 EAT L Choy CHINESE FOODS

DUTCH M AID

Heat and add left over cooked, cubed meat*

Bean Sprouts 2

(LB
CANS

C H O W MEIN

Let Us Give Your Old Mattresses A New
Lease On Life By Arranging: Now For
Remaking During The Winter Months*
This Will Enable You To Have Every
thing In Readiness For Spring Opening.

Noodles

2

S as

CANS

VEGETABLE

Chop Suey

25c SugarW afers ii° 29<
rr
Famous
Libby
’CURIO
25c
Glassware Offer!

us

29c

us

49c

IL S

59c

US
CAN

39c

9 ea
•O f

17c

Caw

BEEf

Chop Suey

DAY'S Furniture Co.

CAft

CHICKEN

Chop Suey

T E L 2-0551

CAM

Last Chance to bring in
P INAL C O U P O N
Ntll Omit INDS SATURDAY
AN 7 GIo u m N ow On Sale!
• n iy

CHINESE

195 Turner St., Auburn, Me.

M i x e d V a je ta M a *
A

FLA V O R PICK-UP

Soy Sauce

Mr. and Mrs.
Stephen Swain

Same Low Seif-Swvfoa Pries* in AN Stores in Tbit Vtdnty r (W s Rsm tvs Km Right to Limit Quantifis*

RANGELEY,

NATIONAL

MAINE

SAM-O-SET CAMPS

HOUSEKEEPING

s t
•i*v.~ * i

..v i a

•;

.• Z f n t H U S k O .
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A FISH STORY

By Joanne Blythe
THE AMERICAN COLLEGE
DICTIONARY defines a FISH
STORY as “an exaggerated or in
credible story,” and so it is. The
true experiences of fishermen be
come so fanciful in the retelling
that the resulting yarns, although
fine stories, may be far from true.
The following yarn is in this catagory. Whether it is truthful or
not, or amusing or not, we leave
to you to decide.
^
A group of fishermen and
guides were gathered at a bar
arguing fishing and drinking beer.
They were discussing the age-old
question of what a trout will bite
on and what it won’t. Some said
•melt, some said a gray ghost,
tome of the more imagina
tive mentioned pork rind and
moose meat. Suddenly one of the
men,
a lanky old fellow with
rheumy blue eyes, exploded with
a loud whoop of laughter startling
his cronies into silence. Slapping
his thigh and with eyes stream
ing, he choked, “Speaking of tom-

• ..

fool lures, did I ever tell you
about the Florida feller I guided
last summer?”
The other men shook their
heads. Whether they meant “no”
to the question or “ no, not again,”
it’s hard to say, but the narrator
took it for the former. He blew
his nose, drew * deep breath,
and this is the fish story he told:
. “We-ull,” he drawled, “ there
was this feller staying down at
the lodge for a week along about
the first of August. It seems he
wanted to catch a big trout in
the worst way, and when he heard
that I was the best guide in the
region, naturally he hired me.”
This, of course, drew derisive
hoots and some unflattering re
marks about the speaker, but he
just twinkled at them and conti
nued.
“The night I was hired we had
quite a session, —him wanting to
know all about the fishing around
here, and me answering to the
best of my ability.”
“Which ain’t none too good,”

Farmington
Welcomes You
THE PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK
Farmington, Maine

Commercial and Savings
ACCOUNTS INSURED with F. D. I. C.

COLOR

muttered a listener.
“Yessir,” the old guide conti
nued, oblivious of side remarks,
“this feller sure was hot on catch
ing one of our big ones. He had,
so he said, quite a reputation
down in Miami, where he lived,
for plain and fancy fishing.
Showed me a lot of pictures to
prove it. Naturally, he couldn’t
go home empty handed. I kinda
liked the poor soul, so I told him
how you had to fish real deep,
since the big babies were lying
down there in the cooler water.
I recommended h e a v y gear,
monal line, and a Mooselook
Wobbler for his lure. He was tic
kled pink. Said he had all the gear
except the Wobbler, and I said I ’d
lend him one of mine.
“Wellsir, the next morning I
was pumping out the bilge in my
boat while waiting for my sport
to appear. My back ain’t what it
was, so I stopped a moment to
ease it. All of a sudden I heard
the goldarnest noise coming at
me from behind, a clanking and a
jingling like you never heard be
fore. I tell you that noise gave me
quite a start. I thought it was
one of them cha-cha bands. Quick
like, I turned around, and who
should be coming down the dock
but Mr. Miami himself carrying
the most outlandish rig you ever
saw. Sure, I ’d told him heavy
gear, but his was so weighty I
thought for certain my boat
would sink. As it was, I had to
put extra ballast *n the bow so
we’d ride even. His rod was so
thick, I figured he was going to
club the poor fish to death, and the
line was hung with the biggest,
most
fanciest
assortment of
weights and spinners that money
could buy. On top of that was
the oeads. Red beads, blue beads,
every color you can think of and
then some. Why, you never saw
the likes on a fancy woman.
‘Holy old fur dog,’ I says, ‘you
aiming to bargain with us natives

BARKER HOTEL-

PROCESS PRINTING

Our Specialty

American Plan
AAA and DUNCAN HINES

Call for estimates on Camp Folders and Booklets

Oqnossoc, Me

THE KNOWLTON & MCLEARY CO.

JO N E’S
General Store

Farmington, Me.

Stratton, Me.
OPEN SUNDAYS
Fishing Tackle
Gulf Gas

Farmington
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS

.

RUMFORD
Don’t Leave Maine Until You See The

SILVERTONE RESTAURANT
Exotic Tropical Fish
(20 F t. Aquariums)
45 CANAL ST.

Murals
RUMFORD, ME.

N. W . Maine’* Finest Cuisine
with *11 them jewels?' You know,
he was right put out with me.
‘I ’ve won more fishing tourna
ments with this rig than you have
years,’ he says, ‘and futhermore,
I hired you to guide me, not to
criticize me.’
Right there I knew it was go
ing to be one of my bad days, so
I shut up and headed the boat for
that bar that runs off the point.
During the morning, I caught a
pretty fair salmon,
but Old
Jingles didn’t get a nibble. Can’t
blame the fish much; that gear
would have scared off a whale.
If he had got a strike, I doubt if
he would have felt it the way
that stuff was acting. It had more
wiggles than a cootch dancer.
Anyway, after lunch I began to
feel sorry for him. He did want to
latch on to a big one so bad. Real
nice, I says, ‘Honest, Mister, you
won’t catch a thing on that rig.
The fish around here just don’t
go for all them spinners. Here,
try my rod for awhile.’ Nossir, he
was as stubborn as a mule. Kept
clutching that big rod of his and
saying that it was the best darned
rig in the country, and if there
were any fish to catch in the lake,
he’d catch them.
“This kept up all week. I tried
every argument in the books, but
he wouldn’t give up that rod.
Came the last day and we’d
fished ’till five thirty. My sport
was pretty blue when we headed
back for the lodge, but it was his
own fault. He was reeling in his
line as we neared the dock when,
Whammy! That big old rod bent
in two. I cut the motor figuring
he’d caught bottom or a dead
head, but, by jingos, he hadn’t.
He had the biggest trout on I
seen in many a year. The poor

thing didn’t have a chance on
that rjg, and my sport reels him
in as neat as you please while
giving me an 1 told you so’ sort
of lo6k. The trout went ten and a
quarter pounds and had a mighty
dazed expression.
“ Now, here’s the funny thing.
When I unhooked the fish, I
found that I ’d given my sport an
old Wobbler I’d been meaning to
throw away. The barb had been
broken off the hook. The only
way I can figure it is that that
poor trout just got so dazzled by
all them beads and junk that he
was hypnotized. Maybe it made
him mad, and he bit at them;
then, because he was dazed, he
just forgot to open his mouth
again. Anyway, I had one happy
sport, and he told me that any
time I wanted some advice on
fishing to let him know. He even
sent me a mess of them spinners
and beads when he got back to
Florida. You know, that was a
record fish he caught, and I might
just try them some time.”

Archery-Golf
To Be Televised

,

At Wednesday’s tourny be
tween the archers and the golfers
at the Sky and Lake golf course,
there was no regular ArcheryGolf game. Instead, the players
shot practice holes as TV camera
men shot a sequence of film. This
film will be shown on WGANTV, Channel 13, in Portland,
sometime during the first part of
next week. It should be good fun
to see how all your friends look
on TV, and notice that form on
those archers and golfers.

M. C. Boutiilier
Plumbing

&

Heating
Tel. 223-3

Eangeley

First Time Offered 1

YOUR CHOICE

Saturdays

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

13

Freezer - Special

Try us for dependable, expert service.
Delivering
Thursdays

PAGE

WESTINGHOUSE

Serving the Rangeley Region

Tuesdays

Rangeley, Maine

12 Cu. Ft. Upright

j

or

F A R M IN G T O N , M A IN E

15 Cu. Ft. Chest

Member of

For

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK F. D. I. C.
4

$2499S

Interest Paid On Savings Accounts 3%
I_____________________ ________________ - ________ _______

YOU CAN BE SURE I P I T ’ S . .
WESTINGHOUSE

- W . W. SM ALL C O . -

AT

FARMINGTON, MAINE
Tel. 4711

T H E E L E C T R IC

A GENERAL STORE

SHOP

IF YOU CAN’T FIND IT, ASK US.

55 Congress St.

Rumford
tr

Tel. 61

Beaux Arts Ball A Smash

The winners at the Beaux Arts Ball, left to riglio, Mr. and
Mrs. Alson Goodsell, Jahla Afshar, Jerry York. Jeanne Blythe
and Teddy Perry.
Close to two hundred people
jammed the Rangeley Inn Arch
Room on Friday night at the
Rangeley Lakes Art Asso” s. tenth
annual ball. The room was gayly
decorated with posters and bal
loons that carried out the red,
black and white theme, and two
white birch trees decorated with
red and black mobiles stood at
either end of the hall. The post
ers, which were painted by Mrs.

Your Favorite

Frozen Dessert
•
•
•
•
•
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Cone
Sundae
Milk Shake
Thicka-Shake
Banana Split

Open 12 noon to 11 pm
Corner o f Main St.
and Kennebago Road

Murray Spies, made fine souve
nirs for those that attended the
dance.
The grand march took place
directly after intermission, and
and the judges, Mrs. H. Ray
mond Searles, Dr. Alexander Pe
ters, and Mr. Charles Mirak, had
some difficulty in selecting the
six prize winners from the many
fine costumes. The winners -were
Miss Jahla Afshar, who wore an
authentic Persian gypsy dress,
and Edward Perry, dressed as a
Medieval hangman, chosen as the
most handsome.
Mrs. Albert
Blythe, dressed as an African
which doctor, and Mr. Gerald
York, who represented tooth de
cay, won the prizes for the most
original costumes; and Mr. and
Mrs. Alson Goodsell, dressed as
penguins, were chosen as the
most humorous couple.
The, winner of the popular
prize during the recent exhibition
of paintings was announced also.
It went to Paul Libby for his
painting of Gloucester.

Society. Membership dues are;
regular member, $1.00 per year;
sustaining membership, $5.00 per
year; Institutional Membership,
$25. per year; and Life mem
bership, $100 paid in one lump
sum.

Governor To Speak At
Squire Rangeley Day
The principal speaker at this
year’s Squire Rangeley Day will
be Governor Clinton A. Clauson,
who with the entire membership
of the Maine House and Senate
and the Governor’s Council, has
been invited to attend the fes
tivities and become members of
the club.
The Squire Rangeley Club was
founded by Shelton C. Noyes in
19 55, and has honored those who
have given of their time and ef
forts to promote the Rangeley
Region. Each year new members
have been initiated into the
Squire Rangeley Club at a lun
cheon. This year’s luncheon will
be held at the Sky and Lake Mo
tel at one p.m. on August the
15th. Following the luncheon
there will be a golf tournament
at 3 p.m. and $100 in prizes will
be awarded.
John Gould, who’s ENTER
PRISE is widely read and en
joyed throughout the region, will
also be one of the speakers as
will Judge E. Budd Marter, who
is head of the Outdoor Writers
of America This “ 3 Star” line
up of speakers should make this
year’s Squire Rangeley Day an
outstanding day of entertainment
for club members and their
friends.

Kids Caper At
Town and Lake

Its a good thing the Morton's
have added that extra living
room onto their quarters at the
Town and Lake Motel, for it
makes a mighty fine congregating
place for the small fry when the
weather’s rainy, which is where
we found them on Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter McEwen,
Jr. were here for a few days visit
ing with their children who are
spending a two week vacation at
the motel with their grand
parents. Also registered this week
are Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Maranja, N. Belimore, L, I.; Mr. and
Mrs. R. W. Lomax, Ridgewood,
N. J.; Marjorie Russ, Pleasant
The Rangeley Lakes Art Assoc, Ridge, Mien.; and Dr. and Mrs.
expressed their thanks to all Applewhite and son David, of
those who worked to make the New York City, here for a week’s
dance such a success, particularly vacation.
to the decoration committee, the
judges, Bill Rowe, who served as M. C., the ticket takers and to

Hist. Society:
(Continued from Page 1)
P. Alton Quimby, and Fred
Harnden.
All paid up members at the
time of the Charter Meeting will
be Charter Members of the
Rangeley Lakes Region Historical

A display of interesting his«
torical things is now in one of
the windows of the J. A. Russell
and Company Hardware Store on
Main St. to advertise the meeting
Monday night and to invite all
Interested people to the meeting

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
The Rangeley Lakes Region Historical Society

Name

........................................

Address

.

.

.

,

9

ft

•

#

. State

,

,

»

Rangeley A d d r e s s ................................ .......
Telephone

$

•

•

.

•

. Type of Membership

•

• Paid.

THE PINEWOOD PRESS
Specialists in

RESORT PRINTING
Colorgraph (Color Without Color Plates)
4-Color Process Printing
A rt and Copy Service Available
Ask For Samples
TXL. LYnwood 7-2181 — CAXTON, MAINE

MAIN STREET MARKET
— Quality —

GROCERIES

MEATS

PROVISIONS

Easy Parking:
Vance and Karl Oakes, Props.

Tel. 37

Roger Verrill, and stated that
this dance was the most success
ful of all the dances in their ten
year history,.

DESOTO - PLYMOUTH

J. J. NISSEN
BAKING CO.
Old Home Bread
Donuts

G.M.C. TRUCKS

SAND - GRAVEL • LOAM
TEL. 19-11 - - O Q U O S S O C

Headquarters For The Imported

SIMCA CARS
Sales and Service

Beisaxv’s Qarage
Route 4

North Jay, Me.

M ilt o n A.
LISHERNESS Co. |

BROWNIE’S
MODERN. CABINS
Boats — RENTAL
Motors
(Waterskiing)
Box A276
Oquossoe, Me
Tol. Rangeley 158-21

DRIVE WAY CONSTRUCTION

BALD MOUNTAIN CAMPS
ON BEAUTIFUL

LAK E MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC

Log Camps - M odem Conveniences - Dining Room, American Plan
SA N D B EA C H
ROSE and RONNIE TURMENNE, Proprietors
P. 0. Bald Mountain, Maine
Telephone, Rangeley 8344
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For these two weeks, familiar
faces will be missing from stores
and factories, shops and offices,
(Continued from Page 10)
ber of the locax units is to contact delivery routes and service sta
the local Red Cross, giving details tions. Farmers, lawyers, fisher,
,
men, teachers, clerks, mechanics,
of the emergency and the infor- i doCtors and cooks have temporarimation listed in the above address, ly abandoned civilian life. The

Company D:

FOSTER FA R M FOR SALE
146 acres off Rt. 4 near Philiipps — 30acres cleared, rest in timb
er— on Tree Farm Program. Blueberries, Blackberries, Fruit
trees. Fine trout brook. In good hunting country.— Main house,
3 bedrooms, livingroom, large kitchen, 2 baths, screened porch,
Elec, lights, running water. Completely modern. Remodeled and
redecorated in 1951, finest condition. Guest house new in 1956,
modern with screened porc-h, Large barn in good condition.
A GOOD

BI V AT *20,000.

husbands and boy friends, fathers
and sons of Rangeley, as well as
their comrades-in-arms of the
76th Division throughout New
England, are refreshing, their mili
tary skills in the interest of na
tional defense.
The New Englanders found
ninety degree temperatures and
a hot sun waiting for them at
Fort Dix, but the humidity was
low, and the cool night air result
ed in a comfortable night's sleep
- under Army OD blankets.

FOR SALE — Ideal Location for
SEA PLANE BA.SE — Widow will
sacrifice. See Mrs. Clyde Ellis. Tel.
FOR SALE— Show case, water- 95-2.
cycle. S boats and oars, 8 Johnson
FOR SALE — Cottage home on
motors, Lawn umbrella with table
South Shore Drive. Also House
with hole, Elec. Singer console,
keeping Cottage on Rt. 4, 1 mile
Vacuum cleaner, Radio, Elec,
from Rangeley Village. See Mrs,
striking clock, also some stuffy
Clyde Ellis, Lake St. Tel. 95-2.
toys. Mrs. Clyde Ellis, Lake St.
Tel. 95-2.
ART SUPPLIES FOR SALE— Oils,
Water Color Pans, Papers, Can
FOR SALE— 19 ft. skiff, inboard
vas, Brushes, Canvas
Boards,
60 HP. Excellent condition, *2,000
other Materials. The Bruces, Main
— A.pply at The Barker.
(Continued from Page 7)
St. Tel. 65.
take trout. There’s people that FOR SALE — My house on Main
will bury a good mess of trout St., 6 rooms and bath. Chester A.
Johnston, Rangeley. Maine. Tel.
161-13.
WANTED — Entries for “ Doc”

Outdoor:

FOR SAJLE — Registered English Grant's Mutt Races.
Setter
Puppies.
Phil
Polland, Grant Rangeley, 172.
Dodge Pond, Tel. 278.

Rangeley Lake Subdivision

FOR SALE —
Used Vacuum
Cleaner. Call Rangeley, 143.

RANGELEY LAKE HOTEL PROPERTY
Choice lake shore lots for sale on east shore of Rangeley
Lake. - 2 5 0 0 feet of frontage S u b d i v i d ed for the first
time.
Each lot has at least 1 0 0 feet of 1 a k e frontage averag
ing 2 0 0 feet depth. Road borders on back of each lot. Lots
face west with excellent view of entire length of Range"
ley Lake.
■

‘

\

'

..

•

(Building restrictions)
Other Desirable Property for Sale.
FRANK CASE owner
T e l. R a n g e l e y 3 0

Call “ Doc”

• For Rent

FOR RENT — Winterized house,
HOUSE TRAILER FOR SALE — furnished or unfurnished, Haines
27 foot Hitzcraft, 1956. One bed Landing. Available Oct. 1. L. A.
room, two bunks, full bath, tub Thomas, Tel. 18-11.
and shower.
*1800.
Contact
Myshrall’s, tel. 86-2.
the best way to cook trout.
Only One W ay
HOUSE FOR SALE — In Range-

Lake Shore Development

. . .

For Sale

• Wanted

Contact Arthur Newell at Phillips, Maine

.

CLASSIFIED ADS

They’s only one way, boy. Roll
your trout in corn meal or crack
er crumbs. Put some salt in that,
too. Get your spider smoking hot
with about Va or Vs inch of fat in
under forty different kinds of it. Tried-out salt pork makes the
(Continued on Page 16)
sauces and when they’re through
sauces and when they’re through,
LONE STA R
they might’s well eat suckers.
Aluminum and Fiber Glass
There
is
absolutely nothing
Boats. Regional Dealer. Masterwrong with the taste of a brook
craft Trailers.
Tel. ,158-21
trout. It’s like an. apple, sweet
Brownie’s Camps.
Rt. . 17,
and pure and simple. And the
Oquossoc. — “ See Brownie for
idea is to keep it that way.”
a good boat at a good price” .
I asked him. what be considered

ley Village. 8 rooms and bath,
shed and barn, basement, central
heating. Center St. 1 block from
school.
Price
*7,000.
Louise
Townsend, Rangeley, Tel. 264.

LOTS
LOTS of LOTS
Situated bn the east side of Kennebago Road through
to Allen St. — CITY W ATER AND ELECTRICITY
AVAILABLE. Excellent view of Saddleback Mountain
and Rangeley Lake — Enquire Stubby’s Market.

R a n g e le y , M a in e

FOR SALE

SACRIFICE

6 Modern Cottages — 1 Tw o-Room
5 One-Room — Bedroom and
Living-Room Combination.
A ll pine paneled, with modern shower-stall
bathroom, furnished.
M oderately priced.
Inspection by appointment only.

AT $ 4 0 ,0 0 0

A p p ly :

(Completely Furnished)

Rangeley-Dallas Corporation
Rangeley, Maine
Tel. 101

ONE OF THE FINEST RESIDENCES ON THE SHORES OF

RANGELEY LAKE

I FOR SALE — Bonny Point — Rangeley Lake — Private

Sandy River Plantation (Low Taxes)

camp with guest accommodations — Living room — Kit
chen — 3 Bedrooms — 2 Baths — Garage, About 2.7 acres
— 83’ Frontage — Small Beach — Completely Furnished.
Special Buy $8,500.

This property is absolutely without comparison at this price. The
owner has spared no expense to improve it. Every convenience
he could think of has been installed. Only the finest quality ma
terials and the soundest construction have been employed.

ALSO — Faunce Road — Rangeley — Large Cottage plus
Log Cabin with 345’ frontage — mostly furnished — Town
water — Now — $15,000-

7 Bedrooms, 5 Baths, in 2 buildings, 1220 feet Lake Front, 8V2
acres, city water, electricity, private telephone, insulated and
heated by gas, oil and fireplaces for year-round use, furnished
with Maple furniture, antiques, all the modern conveniences,
inter-com, all driveways paved, fronts on Route 4, privacy, 2
miles from Rangeley Village. T.V., 2 Car Garage, Boat House, 3
Boats, Fire Hydrant. (Inspection by appointment only).
F IR S T

CLASS

C O N D IT IO N

JAMES T. TRUMPBOURr owner - Tel. 7 7 - Rangeley, Me.
(

R A N G E L E Y V IL L A G E — A good 8 room Home with oil
heat — 2 Car Garage — Full cellar — $10,000.
Oquossoc — 6 rooms and bath — 2 Lots — $6,000.
QUIMBY POND —
$8,000.

tr

B ig Lot —

ON MOOSELUC — 9 rooms — 2 baths — D ock — Sandy
Beach — Furnished — Full Logs — Painted — $16,000.
LONG POND — Housekeeping Camps (4) at $15,000.
200’ Shore Lot — Route 4, Rangeley, $1,200.
Others $5.00 per foot.

PHIL MARX - REALTOR
Route 17, Oquossoc

(B r o k e rs p ro te c te d )

L og Camp furnished —

—

Tel. Rangeley, 190-S
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This Week In Rangeley
Motel
AUG. 15th — Food and Fancies
Sale sponsored by the Oquossoc
Union Church at the Church at 2
p.m.
AUG. 15th — Baked Bean Sup
per, sponsored by the American
Legion at the Legion Hall at 7:30
p.m.
AUG. 16th — Water Ski Show,
Mountain View, 2 p.m.
Aug. 18th — Rangeley Region
Film, “The Rest of Your Life,”
at the Playhouse Theatre evening
shows.
AUG. 19th — Food Sale, spon
sored by the Young People’s Rec
reational group, Theatre Lobby
at 10 a.m.
MEALS by reservation at Sad
dleback Lake Lodge, Badger's
Dodge Pond Camps, Rangeley
Inn, Kennebago Lake Club, ToAr-Lo, True's, Wildwind, Bald
Mountain,
York’s, Needham’s,
Pleasant Island, Sagamore, The
Barker, Mingo Springs Hotel,
Bemis, North Camps and The Sky
and Lake Motel,
SADDLE HORSES for hire at
the Rangeley Lakes Riding Club
and Rolling Hill Ranch on the
Kennebago Road.
GOLFING at the Sky and Lake

AUG. 13th — Dessert Bridge,
benefit Crippled Children’s Soe.,
Rangeley Inn, 1:15 p.m.
AUG. 14th — Rangeley Library
Assoc. 50th Anniversary Celebra
tion, 8 p.m. Baptist Church.
AUG. 15th —- Annual Horse
Show, Rangeley Lakes Riding
Club.
AUG. 15th —- Food Sale, Con
gregational Church, 10 a.m.
AUG. 15th — Highland Bow
men’s Ball, Rangeley Inn, 9 p.m.
AUG. 15th—Squire Rangeley Day.
Luncheon at 1 p.m., golf tourna
ment at 3 p m. at Sky and Lake

PLAYHOUSE
Theater
Thin*.

Aug- 1;4

“ Rally Round The
Flag, Boys!
Paul Newman
Joanne Woodward
Color
FrL

Aug. t i

“The .Journey”
Deborah Kerr
Yul Brynner
Metrocolor
Sat.

Aug. 15

T he Hanging Tree’
G-ary £ooper
Maria Schell
Technicolor

OQUOSSOC FISH HATCH
ERY open daily. Road leads off
rte. 4 in Oquossoc Village.
TOURS of Oxford Paper Co.
In Rumford. Monday through Fri
day. No children under 12 due
to insurance.
WATER SKIING from Case’s
Boathouse, le i. 237, and Brownie’s
Tel. 158-21.
SQUARE DANCING at the
Oquossoc Community Club on
Thursday nights, 8:30 to 11:30,
SHUFFLE BOARD at Verrill'f
Deluxe Cabin*.
BUFFETS- by reservation on
Tues. nights at Yorks, Thurs. at
Kennebago Lake Club, and Sat.
at Saddleback.
WATER SKI INSTRUCTIONS
phone George Kesner at 143 or
Frank Case at 237.
ARCHER £ - GOLF every Wed.
at 4 p.m. at the SKY and LAKE
course.

Outdoor:
(Continued from Page 15)
best fat, although bacon fat’s
good, too. When it’s HOT, drop in
the trout.
Cook 'em right up
until the skin is goldy-brown and
the tail’s crispy. Then when
they’re done, drain ’em for a few
seconds to get the fat off 'em.”
He speculatively fingered bis
mustache. “I've often thought
that a feller could make a million
dollars if he could get to selling
trout tails in saloons, like pret
zels.”
J Abandoning this thought, he
finished the subject of trout.
“Course you know that them as
is just under or just over the
legal limit is the best eating,
don’t you?’’
I said that I had found that
the small brookies were the best.

Motel and Mingo Golf course.
SCENIC RIDES on rte. 17
“ Streetcar Named (panoramic views of the region)
and Eustis Ridge rte. 27 (Bige
Desire”
low'
Mountain and Flagstaff
Vivian I^eigh
Marlon Brando
Lake). Rte. 27, the Arnold Trail
to Megantic, Weld, Maine and
Mon.
Aug. I T
Mt. Blue State Park.
“ Last Train From
SCENIC BOAT RIDES on Ran
Gun Hill”
geley Lake. Phone Frank Case at
Ruination
237 or 30. On MooselookmegunKirk Douglas Anthony Quinn
There’s all kinds of grub that
Color
tie Lake, call Mooselookmeguntic folks ruin by getting too fancy,
Tues.
Aug. 18
you know,” he said. “Take coffee.
House, 18-3, To-Ar-Lo, 96-11, They’ve got, rigs out now that
“The Reluctant
would take a chemist to run them
George Gibbs, 18-4.
Debutant”
HIKING to Piazza Rock on the — percolaters and dripolaters and
Rex Harrison
Kay Kendall
Appalachian Trail off
rte. 4. what not. The best way to make
Color
Trail continues to top of Saddle coffee is to get your water to a
Aug. 10 back Mountain; to the Cascades. rollin’ boil, throw in the coffee
Wed.
Trail in back of Greenvale School and let the whole works boil.
“The Old Man
on rte. 4; Small’s Falls and Some say you should boil the cof
And The Sea”
Chandler Mill Stream Falls just fee while you whistle one verse of
Spencer Tracey
over the Madrid town line on rte. “ Coming Through The Rye". I
don’t know7 about that. But Roil
by Ernest Hemming way
Color
it a while and let it steep. AND
don’t spare the coffee. You can
make coffee strong enough by
boiling the devil out of it, hut it
loses flavor. Use lots of coffee,”
he concluded.
Sltowhegan — GBeeuwood 4-3331
“Lou see,” he said, “ the idea
Eves. 8 :1 5 p.m.
Mate. Wed. and Sat. 2 :3 0 p.m.
is to keep it simple. Most folks
Playing through Saturday
get into trouble messing around
Broadway’s Great Musical Comedy
doctorin’ things up. Good food
“ BELLS ARE RINGING”
don’t need tampering.”
“Now.” be went on, “ you take
Opens Monday through August 22
biscuits. You get your reflector
BETSY PALMER & KURT KASZNAR
oven set up in front of a good
iu the hilarious new comedy
hot fire — dry maple's about the
“ Once More, With Feeling”
best — and ........... ”
And I could eat a canoe-full
SPECIAL SUNDAY NIGHT BUFFET « :0 0 ’til 8 :3 0 P.M.
A,t the Beautiful T.-akevrood Inn
of them.
Sun.

Aug. 10

ENTRY BLANK
fo r

“ DOC” GRANT’S MUTT DERBY

Swimming,
Boating Meets
Finished Sunday
The much postponed JC of C
water carnival got a weather

Sun. Aug. 23rd 2 P.M.
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WORDS OF THE POET
From the Rubaiyat o f Omar Khayyam of Persia

Come, fill the Cup, and in the fire of Spring
Your Winter-garment of Repentance fling:
The Bird of Time has but a little way
To flutter — and the Bird is on the wing.
The Worldly Hope men set their Hearts upon
Turns Ashes — or it prospers; and anon,
Like Snow upon the Desert’s dusty Face,
Lighting a little hour or two — is goneMyself when young did eagerly frequent
Doctor &nd Saint, and heard great argument
About it and about: but evermore
Game o)at by the same door where in I went.
With them the seed of Wisdom did I sow,
And with mine own hand wrought to make it grow;
And this was all the Harvest that I reap’d
“ l came like Water, and like Wind I go.”
Into this Universe, and WHY not knowing
Nor WHENCE, like Water willy-nilly flowing;
And out of it, as Wind along the Waste,
I know not WHITHER, willy-nilly blowing.
And if the Wine j'ou drink, the Lip you press,
End in what All begins and ends in- — Yes;
Think then you are TODAY what YESTERDAY
You were — TOMORROW you shall not be less.
break on Sunday, and the swim
ming and boating events were run
off before a large and interestedcrowd at the Rangeley Town
Dock. Skip Hendricks of Camp
Waya-Awi took the trophy with
the highest score in all events,
and incidently captured the greas
ed watermelon in the watermelon
grab. There were no competitors
for the girls swimming trophy this
year, so that remains unclaimed.
In the boat races, Claude Lintz

captured the trophy for the out
board motor, 50 hsp. class, and
John Koch took it in the 25 hsp.
outboard motor class, Gardiner
Vaughn held his own to win the
trophy in the inboard motor class
against challengers John Koch,
Ben Morton and Bam DeStephano.
As an added feature, a water ski
jump contest was held, with the
contestants finishing in the fol
lowing order; Waite, Rowe, Koch
and Scileppi.

HIGHLAND BOWMEN BALL
R a n g e le y In n
S a t u r d a y , A u g u s t t h e 1 5 th
Donation
$1 Per Person

Dancing
9 to 1

GUM CORNER GIFT SHOP
S p e c i a l i z i n g in
M IN E R A L S - G E M S T O N E S

- JEW ELRY

Take Left O ff Rt. 17 A t Coos Canyon Bridge, Byron

SILVER JEWELRY MAKING CLASSES
TUES. and THURS.

2 to 4 pm
Lessons $1 PER HOUR
Starting Aug. 1$

FOR INFORM ATION , CALL

Dorothy W. Wurts

Rangeley Tel. 178-2

GREENLEAF FUNERAL HOME
Fully equiped Chapel and Casket display rooms
24 Hour
AM BU LANCE SERVICE
24 Hour

Registered Nurse Available
Tel. Rangeley 2

RANGELEY

D og’s Name __________________________________________
Breed _______________________________________
Age

Color

Height

W eight

ANTIQUES

Charcoal Broiled
Hamburgers
Hot Dogs
from our new grill

Mail entry to “ D oc” Grant’s Restaurant,
Rangeley, Maine

THE
SPINNING WHEEL
LUNCHEONETTE
Open 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.

Honest to goodness home made
pastries
Main Street in Rangeley Village

KEN and EVALINE ROWE, Prop*.

DELICATESSEN

GDI Glass — Fine Chin*
“ Antiques make
unusual and
'

treasured gilts’ '
tom e up and Browse

BOB'S SHOP
8 Pleasant St., Rangeley, Me.

Delicious
HOT PA ST R A M I and
other delicatessen items

LARGE PIZZA - 75c
ONE FREE with the purchase of three to take out.

